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President Ivey

explains her

smoking stance

Monday
MN State Universities
Job & Internship Fair
1 - 3 p.m.
This event is $20 for
students and will take
place at the Minneapolis
Convention Center. This
is the largest job fair of
the year and registration is
through the SCSU Career
Services Center. Info is at
mnsujobfair.org.

John Russett
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Less than 8 percent of SCSU
students decided to cast a vote
last spring when the tobacco
policy came to the forefront of the
spring 2011 general election.
Even with Student Government passing a resolution on Feb.
9 in opposition to the second
phase of the tobacco policy,
there is still a long way to go until
students at SCSU could see a
change when it comes to smoking
on campus.
“I think it would have to be a
discussion with the taskforce and
ultimately a decision from President Potter,” said Samantha Ivey,
Student Government president.
“President’s council and President
8W\\MZPI^M\PMÅVIT[IaWVIVa
policy,” she said.
Ivey said by this point in the
process she would have usually
sent out the resolution to all the
people who need to be involved.
“A normal resolution I would
have sent out to all the pertinent
parties; the president, for the
smoking ban in particular, it probably would have been Corie Beckerman and Miles Heckendorn,
director of Public Safety, dean of
students, Student Life and Development. I probably would have
sent it to Margaret Vos because
Atwood was mentioned in the
resolution,” Ivey said.
The resolution, however, is
being looked at by the Judicial
Council.
“They will be looking at it and
if it’s going to be overturned there
would be no point in sending it
out,” Ivey said. “I’m just giv-
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Tuesday
SHUN-JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

The soldiers compete with each other in the Ahkio cross-country race.

Norwegian, US soldiers swap places
Shun-Jie Yong
VISUALS EDITOR

Soldiers gathered at Camp Ripley, Little Falls
for the 39th annual Norwegian Troops Exchange
Program.
“There are 115 soldiers on the Exchange Program this year and this is a little unusual because we
PI^MWNÅKMZ[NZWU+ZWI\QI,MVUIZSIVL;_MLMVº
said Major Benjamin Wiener, major of the Minnesota National Guard.
Major John G. Donavan, Chief Visitors Bureau
of Camp Ripley’s Training Center, said this is the
exchange program that the Minnesota Home Guard
has done with the Norwegian Home Guard for 39
aMIZ[VW_J]\\PQ[Q[\PMÅZ[\aMIZ\PI\_MPI^MPIL
more international components to it.

The Norwegian Troops Exchange Program began in 1974. The goal of the program is to promote
good will and sharpen military readiness between the
nations as well as provide opportunities for cultural
understanding among its participants, according to
the Minnesota National Guard’s website.
Norwegian youth troops will spend two weeks in
Camp Ripley, Minnesota National Guard’s Premier
Training Center. The Norwegian soldiers have to
build their tents in the forest to learn winter survival
skills. At the same time, they get the chance to train
_Q\PI!UUXQ[\WTIVLIV5\WOM\Y]ITQÅML\W
use automated weapons in the U.S.
“The weather here is adaptable and I learned
\PM_QV\MZ[]Z^Q^IT[SQTT<PQ[Q[\PMÅZ[\\QUM\PI\1

6HHSoldiers / Page

Liberian Night shares
culture, history, music
Meg Iserloth
ONLINE EDITOR

Running for its second year
in a row, last weekend’s Liberian
Night spoke of unity, hope and Liberian pride through dance, skits,
music, poetic performances and
food. This year’s theme, “Sixteen
<WVO]M[7VM>WQKMºZMÆMK\ML\PM
sixteen tribes of Liberia coming
together as brothers and sisters
under the love for their heritage
and culture. About half of the
night was presented in English,
the other half in different Liberian languages. Rowdy and loud
audience members and off-stage
cast members also made the night
LQNÅK]T\\W]VLMZ[\IVLNWZ[WUM
but overall the event was called a
success by students who attended.
The night opened with a
grand march where performers
marched up and down the aisles
QV[WVO[XWZ\QVO4QJMZQIVÆIO[
The march transitioned into a
performance of Liberia’s National
Anthem, sung by Munnah, moved
one audience member to exclaim,
“She could really sing, son!”
Introduced as “a very strong
and powerful woman,” the
president of the Liberian Student
Association (LSA) then welcomed
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NICK SIMMONS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Michael Ramsden, an expert in Christian apologetics, lectures if Christianity is tolerant in Ritschie Auditorium.

DARLINGTON PANTON /

Respect emphasized over
tolerance in Christianity talk

STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Munnah performed the song
“Let Them Hate”.

the audience and introduced
other members of the LSA,
thanking them for making this
year’s Liberian Night possible.
Following the introductions was
Liberian recording artist Patrick,
or ‘Masta P’, who performed an
unreleased song from his new
album that spoke of brotherhood
and friendship.
After the beginning of the
poem “Cry Liberia, Cry” was
read to the audience. Part one of

6HHLiberian / Page

MGK reschedules show

Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

The evangelical campus movement known as Cru played host
to Michael Ramsden to deliver a
rational defense for Christianity in
“Is Christianity Intolerant?”
Ramsden is the director of
the Oxford Center for Christian
Apologetics as well the European
director for Zacharias Trust, a
group that seeks to engage Christian doctrine in a way relevant to
contemporary society. He also has
IXIZ\\QUMTMK\]ZQVOINÅTQI\QWV
with Oxford University.

Page 8
Machine Gun Kelly
reschedules show,
mayhem ensues.

:IU[LMVJMOIVJaLMÅVQVO
tolerance, stating that it had a
positive virtue but was negatively
LMÅVML1\Q[LMÅVMLI[IXI[[Q^M
response to something rather than
a response that dictates respect.
“I know very few people in this
world that want to be tolerated,”
Ramsden said. “However, if I
were to say to you ‘I respect you’,
now I’m saying something very
different.”
Speaking of the current political climate, Ramsden spoke of his
trips to Washington D.C., recalling a story told to him by a sena-

An Open House for NonTraditional Students
2 p.m. - 4 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public and will
take place at the Women’s
Center. This event will
inform non-traditional
students about support
options and scholarships.
Snacks and massages will be
provided.

Wednesday

Speaker - Sherman
Alexie
7 p.m.
This event is free for students
and $5 for the community
and will take place in
Stewart Hall’s Ritsche
Auditorium. Sherman
Alexie is the author of The
Absolutely True Diary of
a Part-Time Indian which
was the book students read
for the Common Read
program. This event is
co-sponsored by UPB, the
American Indian Center
and First Year Experience.
2nd Annual
Nanotechnology and
Industry Workshop
8:30 a.m. - 6 p.m.
This event is free and
open to the public and will
take place at the Atwood
Ballroom. This event is
hosted by the SCSU College
of Science and Engineering
and is a workshop designed
to teach the importance of
nanotechnology.

6HHChristianity / Page

Atwood After Dark photo story

Page 10
Husky Got Talent was a part of
Atwood After Dark.
Take a look at the
photo story.
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SHUN-JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Lib Girls perform traditional Liberian dances. Four groups performed dances at the night.

Liberian
Continued from Page 1
read to the audience. Part one of the
night’s play was performed, depicting a
quick exchange of non-English words
in a Liberian marketplace. Following
the sketch was a singing performance
by Beauty Flowers from Apollo High
School to graphic images of war-torn
Liberia.
Next, artist Christopher Page performed two pieces of what he called
»XWM\QKÆW¼INWZUWN XWM\Za\PI\8IOM
[IQL_I[UMIV\\WÆW_WNN \PM\WVO]M
He performed “Join Us for Freedom”
and “Destiny Rise”, calling for unity
and change within the Liberian community. After Page, a group called the
Lib Girls performed a song and dance
routine.
Following part two of Liberia
Night’s play, guest speaker Seyon
Nyanwleh spoke of the unique history
of Liberia. He encouraged everyone
to research the history of Liberia and
draw their own conclusions of its happenings, both good and bad, in the
past and present.
As Nyanwleh’s speech came to
a close, poets Jackie Page and Wesley Frances read the poem “Hope,

SHUN-JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

Christopher Page recites a poem
he wrote.
Changes, and Empowerment” to
embrace efforts and accomplishments
of Liberian women of the past and
present. The Lib girls then took the
stage again for another song and dance
performance that transitioned into
part three of the play that depicted a
comedic parent-teacher association
meeting. Before serving dinner, the rest
of the poem “Cry Liberia, Cry” was
read to the audience.

On the menu this year was potato
greens and rice, dry rice, two types of
chicken and plaintain chips. Following
the dinner was a spoken word piece by
1VÅVQ\aWZ?M[*M6M`\_I[IXMZNWZmance by Grace and Coco, which led
into another spoken word piece, this
time by Maude and Grace. Afterward
there were performances by Nims,
Bryan Doe, Georgee-B and Alvin
Insane, as well as a Liberian fashion
show that sported heritage garments
of the country.
Mikytas Desta, a computer engineering major at SCSU, came to the
event for a music class to study how
4QJMZQI6QOP\¼[U][QKÅ\_Q\P\PMKTI[[
lessons.
“The night’s so good,” Desta said.
“I think they’re well prepared for this
program, and they also have good music, they have a good dancing style.”
Another audience member, alumi
Laura Bonaierr, said she enjoys coming to cultural nights to meet friends
and eat food. She said she attended
Liberia Night 2012 “just to experience
the culture, since I’m from a different
country.”
Liberia Night 2012 was sponsored
by the Liberian Student Association,
LIB My Turn, Multicultural Student
Services, and Sync Magazine.

Women on Wednesday highlights
LGBTQ, gender issues, struggles
explained his pride for “empowering
femininity” through dressing and acting as a woman for entertainment and
BEAT REPORTER
education purposes.
“It’s about being able to reach othLast week’s Women on Wednesers
and meet others who are similar,”
day, sponsored by the SCSU Women’s
Vang
said. “I think… when I came
Center, focused on the numerous
to
terms
with my identity, it made me
identities of the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexua
happier
person… I didn’t have to
al, Transgender, and Queer (LGBTQ)
worry.”
individuals within the Atwood TheAs one of few openly homosexual
ater in “Exploring and Making Visible
Hmong
men at SCSU, Vang discussed
Women’s Intersecting Identities.”
his
hopes
for encouraging others to
Hosted by Kayla Lubbers, Trevor
come
forward.
Johnson, and Dao Vang, the LGBTQ
¹1\¼[PIZL\WÅVL[WUMWVM\WZMTI\M
panel held a question and answer
to,”
Vang said. “[I hope] this opens
session in which they had the opportuthe
doorway
for others.”
nity to discuss various topics surTrevor
Johnson,
current chair of
rounding sexuality, sexual orientation,
St.
Cloud’s
gay
rights
and activism
gender and other common misconOZW]X7]\4W]L
QLMV\QÅM[I[I\ZIV[ceptions of the LGBTQ community.
gender male. A year and a half ago,
Panel member Dao Vang knew
Johnson made the decision to begin
from a young age that he was athis transition into becoming a man, as
tracted to men. A Hmong, Vang
M`XTIQVML\PMLQNÅK]T\QM[IVLXZM[[]ZM[ throughout high school and college he
he experienced as a homosexual male began to be attracted to women and
experiencing “gender dysphoria.”
within his culture.
Gender dysphoria is characterVang discussed the challenges of
ized
by a disconnection between an
coming fourth with his homosexuality
individual’s
inherent and perceived
to his parents and relatives.
genders.
There
is a distinct difference
“I couldn’t take it anymore… I
between
sex
and
gender as gender
was living a double life,” Vang said. “I
refers
to
“feminine”
and “masculine”
had to combine the two.”
traits
while
sex
strictly
refers to “male”
Within the Hmong language, there
or
“female”
biological
distinctions.
is no word for “gay” as in the English
?PMVLQ[K][[QVO\PMJMVMÅ\[WN

language. This is a result of the lifehis
transformation,
Johnson
explained
style being “taboo” within the society,
how he was now able to connect with
not because there are no Hmong
others so that they too would be able
members of the LGBTQ community.
to open up about their experiences
“Hmongs are not accepting… it’s
and identities.
a new thing to the Hmong culture,”
“[Being transgender] has helped
Vang said. “They don’t understand.”
me
to relate and empathize and help
Currently a member of Shades of
others
feel comfortable,” Johnson said.
AMTTW_;7AIVWVXZWÅ\WZOIVQbIPrior
to Johnson, the LGBT
tion which helps to provide members
Resource
Center on campus did
of the Hmong LGBTQ community
not
have
a
large number of openly
and their allies with support, educatransgendered
individuals within its
tion, advocacy, leadership developcommunity.
ment and the drag community. Vang
Brenna Casey

“There was no ‘T’ in ‘LGBT’,”
Johnson said. “After I came forward
about what I was going through, it
helped others too.”
Johnson additionally explained the
LQNÅK]T\QM[PMNIKMLI[PMILR][\ML\W
the “heterosexual privilege” of being
in a relationship, as his current partner is a lesbian woman.
“It’s an inner struggle… because
I’m perceived to be a man,” Johnson
said.
Similarly, Kayla Lubbers, an openly queer woman, came forward with
her frustrations regarding society’s
view on lesbian and queer woman and
their relationships.
Engaged to be married in September, Lubbers shared her experiences
as a queer individual in the workplace
and public world.
¹?PWaW]¼ZM_Q\PLWM[VW\LMÅVM
who you are,” Lubbers said. “I can
go into situations with many different
perspectives and provide insight from
all angles.”
Lubbers admitted to challenging
people’s assumptions of her and her
sexual orientation.
“I own my identity,” Lubbers said.
“I deal with the assumptions of the
world… I challenge people on their
assumptions.”
Additionally, the panelists disK][[ML\PMLQNÅK]T\QM[WN KMZ\IQV[WKQIT
interactions as some individuals do
not understand the many different
aspect of the LGBTQ community.
“It’s hard to know when it’s appropriate to defend others,” Johnson said.
“The ‘r-word’ and when people say
‘that’s so gay’ it really is hurtful.”
For more information regarding
the SCSU LGBTQ community, please
contact the LGBT Resource Center at
320.308.5166.

tor while sitting in a restaurant. The senator spoke
of how the relationships
between Democrats and
Republicans have changed,
and how they would no
longer be seen at the same
table for fear of “sellingout.”
Ramsden’s next topic
would focus on the virtue
of freedom. He spoke of
how the United States and
its religions are intertwined,
stating that a free nation
cannot exist without a system of moral beliefs.
“Those who look for
freedom are going to have
\WÅVLI_Ia\WXZM[MZ^MI
moral plain to protect and
preserve it,” Ramsden said.
“To what extent is it possible to talk about freedom
in the absence of a clear
moral record?”
He went on to say that
freedom without and moral
constraints is not democracy, it is anarchy.
The next issue that
Ramsden tackled was love
and the way we project
ourselves to be loved, citing
Jane Austen and the famous
novel “Pride and Prejudice”. When the character
Mr. Darcy confesses his
love for Elizabeth Bennet,
he tells her despite better
judgement he still loves her.

She responds by saying how
his better judgement should
VW\KWVÆQK\_Q\P\PQ[
“The words ‘I love you’
do not exist in the absence
of judgement,” Ramsden
said. “They are meaningful
only in the presence of it.”
Justice was another key
topic that Ramsden spoke
on. He told a story of
somebody returning to their
KIZ\WÅVL\PI\Q\PILJMMV
keyed. There was a video
camera, however, and they
were able to identify the
person who had done this
as somebody they personally knew. This person
decides to seek justice, but
QVLWQVO[WÅVL[ZM^MVOM
instead.
Patrick Schleper, organizer of “Is Christianity
Intolerant?”, praised Ramsden on his seminar.
“I think [Ramsden] exceeded my expectations for
this event in many ways,”
Shleper said.
Cru is a student organization within SCSU. They
also have organizations at
the University of Minnesota, Morris, Ridgewater
College and Alexandria
Technical College. For
more information on Cru
visit www.scsucru.com.

National Hockey Center
renovations underway
Lindsay Brock
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

A place that’s been in the
community for nearly 25 years
is in the process of getting a
face lift. The National Hockey
and Event Center is best
known as a place where Division I Husky hockey is played.
Each hockey season, proud
fans gather to cheer on their
favorite college team. For St.
Cloud, the National Hockey
and Event Center has offered
nothing but good things and it
may be getting better.
Craig Wruck, vice president for University Advancement, is one of many who are
excited for the big remodel
that will soon be underway.
Although this process has
been in the works for nearly
three years, it won’t be long
until the National Hockey
+MV\MZ_QTTÅVITTaJMIJTM\W
reveal its new face.
“We will begin breaking
ground on March 2 and will
be substantially done with
the remake of the National
Hockey Center by the 2012
hockey season and will
continue to add more in the
following years,” Wruck said.
The remake will offer many
major changes to the arena.
The outside of the National
Hockey Center will appear
more welcoming to fans. “An
atrium will be added to the
south side of the arena. This
will act as the main entrance
since there never really was
one before,” Wruck said. This
will add about 50,000 square
feet to the building.
The inside of the arena
will undergo major changes

as well. The addition of 14
suites, club seating and a new
bowl-shaped rink will bring a
new and inviting atmosphere
to the arena.
Furthermore, the remolded National Hockey Center
will be used for more than
hockey.
“The acoustics in the
IZMVI_QTTJMÅ`MLIVLQ\_QTT
be used as a true event center,
perfect for concerts, lectures
and special events,” Wruck
said.
“The initial expansion
will be about $14.7 million,” Wruck said. SCSU has
received a gift from three
contributors. “Each has come
forth and donated $1 million
to this project, some of the
biggest donations the university has ever received,” he said.
;+;=WNÅKQIT[UMIVwhile, plan to pay for the
hockey center expansion with
$23 million in private money,
including naming rights and
sponsorships and $6.5 million
from the 2008 state bonding
bill.
“We will raise $10-12
million or more in charitable
contributions (more than a
third of which has already
been contributed) and the rest
will come from sponsorships
and suite rental,” Wruck said.
The state will also be providing about $6.5 million to the
XZWRMK\?PMVQ\Q[ÅVQ[PML
the whole project will cost a
little over $30 million.
For now, hockey fans will
have to cheer for the Huskies
inside the rink they’ve always
known, but next hockey season might appear to be a little
different.

Alexie to visit SCSU
STAFF REPORT

;PMZUIV)TM`QMXWM\ÅTUUISMZKWUMLQIVIVLI]\PWZWN 
“The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian” will visit
SCSU this week.
Alexie will discuss some of the themes of his book in his
speech, “Without Reservations: An Urban Indian’s Comic,
Poetic & Highly Irreverent Look at the World”.
Alexie’s book was chosen to be used in First Year Experience’s Common Read Program. There were a possible 60 books
for FYE to choose from. Alexie’s book won out because it best
adhered to the four pillars of education President Potter outlined
in his January 2011 convocation address: community engagement, active learning, sustainability and globalization.
Alexie has won the 2010 California Young Reader Medal
and the 2007 National Book Award for Young People’s Literature
awards for his book. He has also won the 2010 Native Writer’s
Circle of the Americas Lifetime Achievement award.
Alexie is here at the request of three organizations: FYE, The
American Indian Center and the University Program Board.
The event will take place at 7 p.m. on Wednesday at the
Ritsche Auditorium. The event will be free to students with ID
and $5 to community members and students without ID.

News
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Smoking
Continued from Page 1
ing this one a week and a half leeway and once they decide
_PI\\WLW_Q\PQ\1¼TTMQ\PMZJM[MVLQVOW]\VW\QÅKI\QWV\PI\I
resolution was overturned, or that it’s passed, it’s legit and we’re
moving forward with it.”
There is about a 50 percent chance the resolution will be
overturned, Ivey said. She said it depends on how strongly the
Judicial Council sees the student vote, which is a big question
mark.
“It didn’t receive quorum. Only about 1250 students voted
IVL_MVMMLIJW]\ \WZMKMQ^MIVWNÅKQIT[\]LMV\^W\M1\¼[
not 8 percent,” Ivey said.
The total number of student votes on the tobacco policy
was 1221: 768 in favor and 453 opposed.
“It all depends on if the Judicial Council sees that as an ofÅKQIT^W\MWN \PM[\]LMV\[WZVW\º1^Ma[IQL¹1N _M_W]TLPI^M
addressed it in the resolution it probably could have had more
OZW]VL[J]\1\PQVS\PMZM¼[IÅN\aÅN\aKPIVKM1KW]TL[MMQ\
going both ways.”
Ivey said the university received grant money for going
tobacco-free and if this resolution makes it through judicial
review that could pose a problem when trying to take it any
further.
“If it does go through I would see the task force taking that
into consideration, the tobacco ban taskforce, but still moving
forward with it because we are getting a grant, we’re already
getting grant money for it,” Ivey said.
The money, Ivey said, would have to be paid back if the
program was stopped. She said the university was working with
the American Lung Association for this program and that they
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were part of the Smoking Policy Review Task Force.
She said the money from the grant is going to many different areas concerning tobacco use.
“It’s going towards helping students quit smoking, it’s going
towards all of the promotional items, the stickers, the signs,”
Ivey said, adding, “I’m not sure for how much it is.”
Following through with the Student Government resolution to discontinue the second phase of the tobacco ban would
require a number of different circumstances to fall into place.
“It would have to get a lot of backing and a lot of support.
It would have to get a lot of push from students and faculty
alike because it’s a campus-wide issue, not just a student issue,”
Ivey said.
Ivey said this resolution is more symbolic than anything.
“This year’s governing body isn’t last year’s governing body.
Our campus is ever-evolving and ever-changing,” said Randall
May, Student Government senator.
“That is completely insane,” May said, in response to the
SCSU campus going completely tobacco free. “Are we going to
force people onto the streets and parks?”
One thing to take into consideration, Ivey said, was the
amount of potential revenue lost from the Quick Zone convenience store located in Atwood Memorial Center.
“Right now, just in tobacco sales, we’re looking at around
$20,000 in revenue. That number is from the Fee Allocation
Committee, and they have the line item breakdown, so they are
^MZaKWVÅLMV\WV\PI\V]UJMZº1^Ma[IQL
That number does not include the additional purchases
made by those who come to the store solely for buying tobacco,
she said.
“In a budget year that we’re in, with the drop in enrollment,
and with the additional items that have been put on us, not only
from the past couple years but this year as well, $20,000 means
a lot. Any dollar of student money means a lot. If we’re taking
money out we need the money to go back in,” Ivey said. “If

we’re looking at potentially $30,000 of lost revenue just because
we’re not selling one thing, that’s something to be concerned
about.”
Ivey said she does not think continuing to sell tobacco on
campus would have any impact on the grant money given to the
university because the grant is focused on student smoking and
clean air.
“It’s interesting, because we’re contracted with the C-Store
through Sodexo, however, Sodexo is contracted with the university and they have to follow university policy. It’s an interesting
legal argument you can make,” Ivey said.
There are still a lot of discussions that need to take place
and information gathered before any further action is taken, she
said.
“There are a lot of unanswered questions right now. That’s
why we’re having Director Beckerman come in and we’ll be
having further conversations with Director Vos of Atwood, to
see how it would change, how further policies would change the
contract with Sodexo,” Ivey said.
Ivey said she has always been opposed to the tobacco ban.
¹?PMVQ\ÅZ[\KIUM]XTI[\aMIZ1_I[ZMITTaZMITTaN]ZQW][
about it, and so was about half the senate. But we decided to
put it to a vote of the association because we knew how bias we
were,” she said. “It’s a legal substance, people [are] allowed to
smoke it, you’re allowed to sell it, you’re allowed to have it, as
long as you’re over the age of 18.”
Ivey said as far as she is aware the university does not have
the ability to police the streets on the SCSU campus. The city
of St. Cloud owns the streets and maintains them, she said.
“People aren’t going to stop smoking just because they come
to St. Cloud,” she said. “I don’t want to see students in the
middle of the street smoking.”
“I’m for phase one, I think it’s a great idea. I don’t think
phase two should be implemented,” Ivey said. “It’s just whether
students go along, go peacefully, or go kicking and screaming.”

SHUN-JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

;WTLQMZ[XZMXIZMNWZ\PMI[[I]T\ZQÆMY]ITQÅKI\QWV

Soldiers
Continued from Page 1

SHUN-JIE YONG / VISUALS EDITOR

3ZQ[\WNNMZ <PWUI[[MV NZWU \PM 6WZ_MOQIV -`KPIVOM 8ZWOZIUM`IUQVM[PQ[!UUJMNWZMPQ[\M[\

winter survival skill. This is the
ÅZ[\\QUM\PI\1IU_MIZQVO\PM
Mickey Mouse Boots. I called that
snow boots as Mickey Mouse Boots
because it is all white,” said Sebastians Thoresen, youth soldier from
Norway.
“This program is very good, we
learned a lot especially in the winter,
surviving in the winter in American
way. We have a lot to do and that is
precisely what we want,” said Vilde
Rosseland Digranes and Nicolai
Fredih Weinstoch, youth soldier
from Norway.
Arne Enger, 1st Lieutenant from
The Norway Home Guard said the
exchange program is fantastic, adding that it is also a challenge to the
youth soldiers from Norway to learn
something different here.
“It is a prize, because only the
best youth soldier back home to
obtain the chance to participate in
this program,” said Enger.
Major Benjamin Wiener also
said that it is a good chance for the

youth soldier from Norway practice
speaking in English.
Youth soldiers were also assigned
to three different teams: Red Team,
Blue Team and White Team. The
three different teams have to compete with each other in a biathlon
event, land navigation, and the Ahkio race- a group race that involves
four people pulling a sled and three
people running around it simultaneously. The four people will change
when one circle is completed.
Other than learning new skills
and competing with other, youth
soldiers have the chance to stay
with a local family in Little Falls to
experience local culture.
Major Wiener said the youth
soldiers will be leaving Camp Ripley
on Tuesday and spending the weekend with the local family hosts in
Little Falls.
At the same time, 115 soldiers
from Minnesota. had also been sent
to Norway for training.
On Wednesday, Sergeant First
Class Daniel Fealy gave 9 mm pistol
\ZIQVQVO0MÅZ[\QV\ZWL]KML\PMXQ[tol, then he talked about the range
safety rules, how to inspect the
glock, the fundamentals of marksmanship, fundamentals of shooting

and tactical reloading.
Youth soldiers got to try the gun
without magazines while Sergeant
First Class Daniel Fealy briefed
them on the pistol.
The day after, all of the soldiers
in the exchange program woke up at
IXXZW`QUI\MTaÅ^MQV\PMUWZVQVO
to clean up the campsite, then pack
up and leave.
Ahkio races were then held on
the lake at nine in the morning.
¹<PQ[Q[\PMQZÅZ[\\QUM\W\ISMXIZ\
in the Ahkio race, they do not have
the chance to try it last week because the snow is not thick enough,”
said Major Benjamin Wiener. Four
soldiers from each team require
pulling a sled and completing 3
rounds of circle to win the race.
And another 4 soldiers will take over
the sled whenever the sled is back to
the starting point.
Soldiers then went for their
!UUXQ[\WTIVL5Y]ITQÅKI\QWV
after the race. They had to hit the
target and get a certain score to
JMY]ITQÅML\W][M\PMXQ[\WTIVL
machine gun.
The program ran from Feb. 9 to
Feb. 22.
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Downtown to see new businesses alongside Chipotle
Joe Edmonds
COPY EDITOR

With recent renovations to several key
buildings along Fifth Avenue, the downtown St. Cloud area is set to experience a
change.
Two corners of Highway 23 are experiencing major renovations that will be
aimed toward serving the downtown community as well as students from SCSU.
Toward the downtown side, on the
100 block of Fifth Avenue, renovations
are under way for a store front to support
new businesses. One slot has already been
ÅTTMLJa*ZW\PMZ[*IZIVL/ZQTT*ZW\PMZ[
is a franchise geared toward catering to
students and campus life, with numerous
locations across the Midwest including the
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities and

University of Wisconsin, Madison. Currently there are no other tenants with leases
in this store front.
Across the highway will be the focus of
the downtown building project. Renovations to an old campus bookstore have divided the building into four suites, three of
which have already been taken by several
different franchises.
Chipotle has the largest print on the
building, taking the most prominent corner
suite. Their sign has already been installed
on the roof and the interior is currently
being furnished. This will be their second
TWKI\QWVQV\PM;\+TW]LIZMI\PMÅZ[\
located near the Cross Roads Center. They
IZM[KPML]TML\WWXMV\PMÅZ[\_MMSWN 
March.
Located next to Chipotle, facing Highway 23, will be Noodles & Company. This

store will be slightly more delayed than its
neighbor, expecting to be opened some
time in April or early summer. This will
also be Noodles’ second location, with the
ÅZ[\IT[WJMQVOVMIZ\PM+ZW[[ZWIL[+MV\MZ
The third suite will be located on the
opposite side of Chipotle, with a Verizon
Wireless store taking the lease. The opening
date has not been set yet, but it is expected
to open during the late spring to early summer. Again, this will also be Verizon’s second location in the St. Cloud area, with the
ÅZ[\TWKI\MLVMIZ\PM+ZW[[ZWIL[+MV\MZ
<PMNW]Z\PIVLÅVIT[]Q\MPI[aM\\WJM
occupied. Currently, there are also no companies or businesses in negotiations to sign
an agreement. Chass Rising, architect for
:QKM*]QTLQVO;a[\MU[1VKKWV\ZIK\WZNWZ
the renovations, has high hopes of another
store that will equally serve students and

the downtown community.
“It would be great if that was a little
coffee shop. If that was a Starbucks or
Caribou or something like that,” Rising
said. “...We are looking at the possibility
of buying the adjacent property and then
turning it into a drive-through.”
On the corner of Fifth Avenue and
Highway 23, where Chipotle and Noodles
will be placed, is where negotiations are
taking place with SCSU for an advertising
tower. The tower would feature advertisements for stores on the property, as well as
a welcome sign for the university.
“St. Cloud State then would have some
presence along Division,” said Steven Nelson, vice president of operations for Rice
*]QTLQVO[¹<PI\¼[VW\ILWVMLMITJ]\Q\¼[
in negotiations.”

Science
How the Zebra got its stripes
5QKPIMT:]VaWV
SCIENCE COLUMN

Alan Turing has helped break another code. This time
the code is how patterns appear in nature.
Turing, known for breaking the German Enigma code
in WWII, proposed an idea about why we see repeating
patterns in biological systems. The idea is that these patterns are generated by a pair of morphogens, which are
signal change in cells. One morphogen is called the activator and the other one is known as the inhibitor.
The activator and inhibitor work together to start and
stop patterns found in nature. Scientists have recently
been able to identify these morphogens through a series of
M`XMZQUMV\[WVNZ]Q\ÆQM[IVLUW][MMUJZaW[

The experiments were to test how regularly ridges
IXXMIZMLWV\PMUW]\PWN \PMUQKM<PM\M[\[WV\PMÆQM[
were to determine how regularly bristles appeared on their
bodies. The scientists named the two morphogens FGF
(Fibroblast Growth Factor) and SHh (Sonic Hedgehog).
The tests determined that when the morphogen’s
activity is increased or decreased, there will be an increase
or decrease in the number of bristles or ridges on the test
subject. These effects matched exactly the effects predicted
by Turing over 60 years ago.
Scientists only had speculative evidence, including Turing’s theory, to work with when identifying natural patterns
]X]V\QTVW_<PMUWZXPWOMV[QVÆ]MVKM\PM[MVI\]ZITXI\terns, including zebra stripes, vertebrae, hair or any other
naturally spaced structures in biology.

PHOTO COURTESY OF NATIONALGEOGRAPHIC.COM

;KQMV\Q[\[PI^MZMKMV\TaQLMV\QÅML_PI\J]QTL[VI\]ZITZMXMI\QVO[\Z]K\]ZM[[]KPI[bMJZI[\ZQXM[
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Incident reports: Feb. 12 - Feb. 18
1. Motor vehicle crash
2. Vehicle theft
3. Harassment
4. Drug possession
5. Theft
6. Burglary
;INM\aKWVKMZV
,Z]OKWVÅ[KI\QWV
9. Motor vehicle crash
10. Assault
11. Drug possession
12. Intoxicated male
13. Disorderly conduct
14. Vandalism
15. Intoxicated students
16. Intoxicated male
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ACROSS
1. Shocked reaction
5. Obtains
9. Smell
13. Countertenor
14. Swelling under the skin
16. Half of ten
1RQÁRZHULQJSODQW
18. Half note
19. Sense
20. Achievements
22. Automatic transmission
of data
,WFRPHVIURPVKHHS
26. Mortise and _____ joint
27. Worker
6WRSSDJH
,PSRUWDQW
35. After ninth
37. Neither ___
38. Little
41. D
42. Femme fatale
45. More lethal
48. Generator
51. Molasses
52. Illegal activity
54. Colorful salamander
(OHSKDQW
$QFLHQW$WKHQLDQSKLORVRSKHU
62. Former Italian currency
63. Killed
%ODFNLQSRHWU\
66. Norse god
(OHFWULFDOSLRQHHU
68. Blackthorn
69. Money owed
70. Adolescent
71. Collections
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DOWN

6SLNH
2. Away from the wind
$W\SHRIEHUU\
$ÁRDWRQDVHDSODQH
5. Precious stone
6. Modify
7. Basic belief
8. Grins
9. Umbrage
:HLJKWORVVSODQ
11. Not under
'HSHQG
15. Catkin
21. Classify
23. Protective ditch
25. Not right
27. Focusing glass
28. Steer clear of
29. Regret

31. Liable to be accused
32. Metal
34. Directed
36. Not there
39. Mesh
40. Tale
43. Beguile
44. Not
46. Very intense
47. Anarchical
49. Center
50. Egg dish
53. Delete
55. Trudge
56. Assistant
57. Baby’s bed
58. 5280 feet
60. Horn sound
61. 1 1 1 1
64. Indian bread

crossword courtesy of mirroreyes.com
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The Chronnies hold meetings every
Monday and Wednesday in the
basement of Stewart Hall. We meet
at noon in room 13. Sometimes we
have coffee and donuts.
We want to hear from you
Do you have any thoughts or opinions on any
of the articles you have read in the University
Chronicle? Well, we want to hear what you have
to say. Go to our website and go to the submit a
pitch link. Your opinions will be hosted on this
page or our opinion section.
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Revealing secrets to corporations around the world

Jun-Kai Teoh
EDITOR

Most people don’t realize how
much information they leave behind,
and how much information corporations have on them either.
Many times when people do, they
immediately think of the internet. It’s
true though, many people have, out in
\PM_MJITW\WN QVNWZUI\QWVÆWI\QVO
around. Accounts you’ve opened and
never closed, addresses of places you
once lived, photos on that blog you
thought was private.
Do a quick search – or even better
do a deep search using specialized
search engines – and you might be
surprised at the amount of informa-

\QWVIJW]\aW]\PI\¼[ÆWI\QVOW]\\PMZM
What’s scary, however, is that companies and corporations are learning
to tap into all this, much like a science
ÅK\QWVLa[\WXQIVUW^QM-`KMX\\PQ[
time, replace the all-seeing eye of the
government with the symbol or logo
of a corporation.
A few days ago however, The New
York Times ran a story that brought
more to light. Information isn’t just
ÆWI\QVOWVTQVMQ\¼[JMQVO\ZIKSMLIVL
logged physically as well. Written by
Charles Duhigg, the article details how
Target goes about mining data from
their customers discreetly – and legally
– and reaches conclusions that sound
ITUW[\ZQLQK]TW][I\ÅZ[\\PW]OP\
Duhigg, a statistician for Target,
gave an example of a case where a
teen girl in Minneapolis was predicted
to be pregnant through purchasing
patterns and was sent coupons and
brochures for baby products – all
before anyone else in her family knew
about it.
It’s unnerving: companies would
design custom brochures using the
data they’ve mined, and send them to

people to entice them into purchasing products. Target would create
brochures that had baby products,
but scatter them to make it appear
random.
Oh, but that’s Target, right?
Google recently came under
ÆISNWZLWQVO[WI[_MTT/WWOTMW]Z
almighty overlords, were caught redhanded circumventing privacy settings
in iOS in order for them to boost their
Google+ app and to self-promote
themselves.
Google has their hands in a whole
slew of things, from search engines
(where they keep records of your
search patterns) to photo services like
Picasa, from social networks (your
friends and lifestyle) to personal blogs
with Blogger.
Imagine the raw amount of data
they’re handed every single day, which
can all be turned into revealing information about a person’s life.
Take a look at Facebook’s ads – if
you’re not running an adblocker –
and you’ll likely notice that Facebook
advertises things that seem relevant
to you. Mine, for example, advertises

housing, journalism jobs and photography equipment.
But it’s not just the typical social
network or search engine or ad company tracking pattern usage.
News media employs the same
method as well. A business and
marketing director for a newspaper
company revealed to me that their
VM_[XIXMZ[PI^MI]LQMVKM[XMKQÅK
survey polls – at times even individual
[XMKQÅK
Visitors are asked to answer seemingly random polls at each visit, but
every subsequent question is phrased
to gather more information. How
often do you go to your child’s sports
games? Which car brand would you
most likely buy in the next year?
Ads on the website might then
KPIVOM\WZMÆMK\\PMIV[_MZ[aW]¼^M
provided. If you have a child, they
might offer sedan/SUV ads, if you
prefer Hyundai over Chevrolet, they
might offer a Hyundai Tucson ad.
True, that’s a horribly crude
example and phrased very bluntly,
yet imagine how much information
everyone is divulging on a daily basis.

News media can easily track newsKWV[]UX\QWVXI\\MZV[I[_MTT\WÅO]ZM
out if you’re interested in politics,
entertainment or world news.
It’s a very intriguing, and personally disturbing, idea. Companies are
spying on people possibly more than
governments could, piecing together
the little clues we leave behind to
create a customer they can squeeze
pennies from.
Facebook has apps for music, news
consumption, lifestyle habits and the
like. They’re all fantastic to use, simple
and fun, but they reveal a great deal
about the individual.
Perhaps we should start worrying more about corporations snooping into our personal lives instead of
being solely focused on “big brother”
governments.
The statistician that Duhigg
interviewed, Christian Pole, said this
haunting line that may well act as a
warning and reminder for us:
“Just wait. We’ll be sending you
coupons for things you want before
you even know you want them.”

Opinions and graphics should not mix
Quote of the Day

“What lies

behind us and
what lies before
us are tiny matters compared
to what lies
within us.”
~Ralph Waldo Emerson

Lauren Willms
OPINIONS EDITOR

I am all for the expression of an
opinion. I believe that everyone has
the right to say what they feel about
anything they want in whatever way is
necessary.
However, I do believe that the
expression of opinions should be done
within reason. When it comes to big
issues and you have an opinion for either
side, I applaud you for expressing it, it
KIVJMLQNÅK]T\
When I see pictures online of
graphic depictions of abortion and
animal abuse, I think it is being taken a
step too far.
I can understand people’s investment
in the issue; I am not doubting that some
people feel they need to be an advocate,
but the Internet is open to the public.

When I go on Facebook to happily stare
at other people’s pictures, I am a little
TM[[\PIV[I\Q[ÅML_PMV1[MMIXQK\]ZMWN 
an animal being abused.
One can make the argument that if
that is really how the world is, why not
show it?
I’ll tell you why.
For people who have had traumatic
personal experiences regarding some of
the issues expressed in a graphic way,
it is more than unsettling. If I had an
abortion, for example, I would not want
to see the mechanics of it displayed over
a regular social network page.
Political views are similar. I can
respect someone who doesn’t like the
president, if they have good reason
behind it. Showing me a picture of the
president on vacation doesn’t make me
like him any less.
Besides, gruesome photos are not
something I look for to make a point,
QN aW]PI^M\PMKWVÅLMVKM\WUISMI
point, be sure you have some arguable
evidence to back it up.
How can one argue with a picture?
If you want someone on your side
when it comes to your opinion, I would
advise not showing them horrible images
and descriptions of something that they
may hold close to their heart.
It shows tact and general maturity

if you can keep your outrages, whether
electronic or physical, to yourself. In
doing that, you can show that while you
have personal views on the issue, you
can still respect those who do not share
yours.
If it came down to it, I would much
rather support someone classy.
I believe that people can be friends
despite their differences, whether it be
real life or via internet. If this is the case,
then people should keep their differing
opinions to themselves.
Don’t get me wrong, I have participated in many an internet debate.
However, I don’t believe that almost
exploiting a sensitive issue is the way to
go to get your point across.
If you want to share images and content via Facebook that may be offensive,
do it among people who can tolerate it,
and maybe even agree with it. While I
may have time to distract myself from
studying to look at Facebook, I don’t
have time to delete everybody who posts
something I don’t like.
Everyone should express their opinion, the world would be boring without
it. But next time you want to post a
graphic photo with no content to support yourself, think about how effective
it really is.

More than what meets the eye: the ‘other side’ of humans

Meg Iserloth
ONLINE EDITOR

Three years ago when Kanye West took
the stage and humiliated Taylor Swift in front
of millions of people during her acceptance
[XMMKPI\\PM>5)[\PMÅZ[\_WZL[\PI\
came out of my mouth were not “Wow, he
must be really drunk.” They weren’t even
“Poor Taylor,” though that was probably the
next thing I said.
6WUaÅZ[\ZMIK\QWV\W\PMW]\J]Z[\QV
2009 was “Yeah, Kanye West would do that.
What a jerk.”

I certainly didn’t think that I would
ever be reading “Ye’s” Twitter back to front
because he’s one of the more inspiring and
caring hip-hop artists in the mainstream industry, yet yesterday I couldn’t keep my eyes
off it. I had no clue that Kanye West, the
man who I would have called the ultimate
arrogant pig-head of all time a few years
ago, would impress me with his thoughts,
his words, his lyrics and his ideas. Worse yet,
I was completely oblivious to the fact that
one of my childhood dreams - to gather the
most creative, intellectual and compassionate minds together to truly make a difference
in this world - would also be the dream of
Mr. West. In fact, the only real difference between my dream and his is that he is actually
doing it. The company is called DONDA,
and it’s been going on for almost two months
now.
It’s amazing what you learn when you let
yourself see the other side of people. This
especially rings true with celebrities. When
I read or watch interviews with celebrities
like Kanye West, Tyler, the Creator, Emi-

nem, Lady Gaga, Marilyn Manson, heck,
even Glenn Beck, there’s often a common
underlying message that many people either
miss or choose to ignore. Sometimes it’s told
as a joke, sometimes it manifests in the form
of a hand pushing away paparazzi cameras.
Sometimes you can only see it in subtle ways,
like the uncomfortable expression Justin
Beiber makes when he’s trying to do a ma\]ZMQV\MZ^QM__Q\P,I^QL4M\\MZUIVI[ÅN\a
girls are screaming at the top of their lungs
every time he opens his mouth.
Though the context will change, the
message is the same: “You don’t understand
- there’s much more to me than this. There’s
more to me than you could ever know.”
And it goes beyond the celebrities. The
same message is seen in telemarketers, in
doctors, in lawyers, in politicians. It’s seen in
the tantrum of a 3-year-old, in the weathered
clothes of the homeless. I went to the same
high school that my father taught at - in fact,
I even took his physics class my junior year. It
really gave me a unique perspective on how
professionals really are when they clock out

at the end of the day - the same as everyone
else. They shower like us, they sleep like
us, they make mistakes and they live their
life. People used to ask me all the time what
Dad was like in the privacy of our home. I’d
always answer “Louder.” It’s the only way I
knew to describe him to a group of students
that would never see what I see. There’s only
so much you can tell about a person in a setting like that.
Take a moment to remember all of the
people you came into contact with today.
Think of what went through your head when
you saw their face, their clothes, the way they
spoke, the things they said. Now imagine
them as one of your own. Imagine them as
your brother/sister or your best friend. Try
to think of them as real. Because the thing
is, whether it’s on the street or a television
screen, these people that you see are not only
what you see. No matter how true-to-life
someone’s public image may seem, there is
always another side.
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UPCOMING
EVENTS
Monday Night Jazz at The
Pioneer Place, Monday,
Feb. 20 at 8 p.m.
The Acoustic Project at
The Local Blend, Monday,
Feb. 20 at 5 p.m.
“The Drowsy Chaperone”
play at Performing Arts
Center’s Center Stage,
Tuesday Feb 21 - 26 at 2
p.m.
Open Mic Night at The
Local Blend, Tuesday, Feb.
21 at 7 p.m.
Martin Zellar and The
Hardaways at the Pioneer
Place, Wednesday, Feb. 22
at 7:30 p.m.
Pioneer Place presents
Veranda Variety Hour
Thursday, Feb. 23 and
Friday, Feb. 24 at 10:30
p.m.
Trent Romens at the
Veranda Lounge, Saturday,
Feb. 25 at 9 p.m.
Mid-Minnesota
Woodturners Association
Exhibit at St. Cloud Public
Library,
Feb. 1 - March 16
‘Nazi Persecution of
Homosexuals’ Art Exhibit
in the Atwood Memorial
Center Gallery Jan. 16Feb. 23
Intaglio Abstract Images
Exhibit at Falcon National
Bank at 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Jan. 6 - Feb. 29

NICK SIMMONS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Angry fans crowd around the door of the St. Cloud Armory after not being allowed into the MGK show Thursday night.

MGK to be rescheduled
STAFF REPORT

Disgruntled fans of
Machine Gun Kelly and
other hip-hop artists waited
outside of the St. Cloud Armory last week for a show
that was not to begin. A riot
broke out as the show was
canceled by the National
Guard at the last minute
due to a lack of security to
take control of the large
crowd.
Attendees of the cancelled MGK-Rage Tour
have been asked to hold on
to their tickets to wait for
a reschedule. The conNICK SIMMONS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
cert, which was originally
Fans awaiting the MGK-Rage Tour break windows after show was abruptly cancelled.
planned for Feb. 16 at the
St. Cloud Armory, will be
rescheduled to a date which
will be released soon. SCSU
has also offered to refund
discounted tickets sold to
students.
Machine Gun Kelly said
on his Twitter that he had
no idea the show would be
cancelled by promoters.
“They just cancelled the
show??? I had absolutely
NOTHING to do with that
shit, I’ve never cancelled a
show. I’m still at the hotel...
wtf man,” MGK said via
Twitter.
Events promoter Geoff
Brown said the new concert
date would be announced
NICK SIMMONS / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
this week.
The MGK show was cancelled due to lack of security at the Armory. The rescheduled concert
date is to be announced this week.

Musicians band together to
pay tribute to Fleetwood Mac
Andrew Gnirk
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Feb. 13-15 a group of
musicians, led by Minneapolis
vocalist Pamela McNeill, paid
tribute to Fleetwood Mac with
the “Rumors & Dreams: A
Tribute to Fleetwood Mac”
concerts at Pioneer Place on
Fifth.
The primary inspiration
behind this tribute is McNeill’s
lifelong love of the band.
“They’re my Beatles. I grew
up listening to them,” she said.
She went on to describe
PW_[PMÅZ[\PMIZL\PMQZU][QK
“I had a sixth grade teacher
… and on Friday afternoons, if
we were really good [he would
play the album] ‘Rumors’ … I
couldn’t really decide why, but I
just knew I really loved it.”
This tribute band is not one
that normally plays together,
but rather a collective of
musicians recruited by McNeill
for the sole purpose of these
shows.
“I got to hand pick everybody,” she said of those
involved.
The band she put together
is comprised of Mary Jane Alm
(vocals), Jeff Engholm (vocals/
guitar), Tom Bard (vocals/

keyboards), Jay Graf (guitar),
Boyd Lee (vocals/guitar),
Billy Thommes (drums), Luke
Kramer (guitar), Al Bergstrom
(bass) and James Towns (bass).
The Valentine’s Day date
of this tribute was completely
sold out.
The show began with a
dramatic instrumental and
members entering the stage
one by one under a glow of
dim, red light.
Once all members were
present, the lights completely
dimmed for a moment, then
all shone brightly as the band
broke into “Monday Morning”, a song from Fleetwood
Mac’s self-titled album.
From there, they went on
to play “Say You Love Me”,
with Alm singing the part
of Christine McVie, as she
did throughout the evening.
Engholm sang the vocals of
Lindsey Buckingham for the
group, with McNeill singing
Stevie Nicks’ parts.
The concert was divided
into two hour-long sets with a
15 minute intermission between them.
Other songs included in
\PMÅZ[\[M\_MZM¹6M^MZ/WQVO
Back Again”, which featured
KWUXTM`ÅVOMZXQKSQVOWV\PM

acoustic guitar by Lee, “Sara”
and the lyrically haunting “Oh
Daddy”.
One highlight of the second
set was rollicking blues number
“Oh Well”, a tune from the
band’s pre-Nicks and Buckingham era. Engholm led the
song, and also talked about that
era of the band in an interview.
“They started as just a blues
band … which sounded nothing like they became … They
were one of the few bands
that survived that transition,”
Engholm said, referring to
the band’s staying power from
the ‘60s into the following two
decades.
Other songs played during
the second set included smash

hit “Go Your Own Way” and
“Rhiannon”.
¹<][Sº\PMÅZ[\WN \_W
encore songs, featured a special
appearance by the St. Cloud
All-City Marching Band. The
band then concluded the night
with “Don’t Stop”.
When asked about what she
hoped the audience would take
away from the shows, McNeill
responded, “I want them to feel
the emotions that are portrayed through all these songs.”
Englewood hoped the audience
would “… have a good time,
and relive some memories.”
“I hope they have a lot of
fun,” Alm said. “I’d like to see
them reminded of how great
these songs are.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF STCLOUDOUT.ORG

‘Rumors & Dreams: A Tribute to Fleetwood Mac’ was
performed at the Pioneer Place from Feb. 13 to Feb. 15.

Marquee
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Wednesday nights bring original music to the Carpet
Autumn Hamberg
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

¹?M¼^MVM^MZXTIaML
\PI\JMNWZM0W_LQLQ\
[W]VL'º\PMTMIL[QVOMZ
[PW]\MLQV\W\PMUQKZW
XPWVM
6M^MZXTIaQVOQV\PM
:ML+IZXM\JMNWZM?ZMKS
QV¼?MLVM[LIa[I\\ZIK\ML
\PQ[JIVLIVLW\PMZTWKIT
IVLWZQOQVITJIVL[\W;\
+TW]L
)NM__MMS[IOW?ZMKS
QV¼?MLVM[LIa[JMOIVIVL
_QTTKWV\QV]MJZQVOQVOQVI
^IZQM\aWN \ITMV\\PZW]OP
OMVZMWZQMV\MLVQOP\[
OMVZM[\PI\UIaKI\KPI\\MV
\QWVTQSMPQXPWXZWKSIVL
ITTNMUITMJIVL[
)T\PW]OP[WUMKW^
MZ[UIaJM[V]KSQV\W\PM
TQVM]X\PM[MJIVL[XTIaITT
WZQOQVIT[WVO[
¹<PMLMUIVLNWZTWKIT
JIVL[IVLWZQOQVIT\ITMV\º

_I[+PZQ[8Q\b¼[UW\Q^I\QWV
NWZ[\IZ\QVO\PQ[M^MV\
.WZU]TI\QVO\PQ[QLMI
JMOIVaMIZ[IOWNWZ8Q\b[W
PMQ[NIUQTQIZ_Q\PXTMV\a
WN \ITMV\+PZQ[8Q\bQ[
\PM[W]VL\MKPVQKQIVIVL
JWWSQVOIOMV\NWZ\PM:ML
+IZXM\
2MVVI:MQLNW]VLIK
KWUXIVaQVOPQU?MLVM[
LIa_I[\PMZM[]XXWZ\QVO
8Q\bIVL\PMJIVL[XTIaQVO
¹1PI^MJMMVPMZM\_W
\QUM[\W_I\KP\PMJIVL[º
:MQL[\I\M[
<PQ[XI[\?MLVM[LIa
JIVL[<PM,MIL*]VLa
IVL<PM6MI\6MI\6MI\[
NZWU5QVVMIXWTQ[_MZM
NW]VLZWKSQVO\PMKZW_L
_Q\P\PMQZMTMK\ZQKJMI\[
<PM:ML+IZXM\_QTT
JMPWTLQVO\PQ[M^MV\M^MZa
?MLVM[LIaWN \PM_MMS
<PQ[KWUQVO?MLVM[LIa
.MJ_QTTJZQVO\PMJIVL[
8WX>]T\]ZM[IVL\PM7VM[

3VW_VI[5MbUMZQbM\W
[\IOM
<PMNWTTW_QVO?MLVM[
LIa.MJ!\PMJIVL[+PI
W[\ZWXPWM<QOMZ*T]MIVL
2WVVaIT\MV_QTTJM[PW_QVO
¹?ZMKSQV¼?MLVM[LIa[
JMOQVI\!XUIVLMVL[
IZW]VLUQLVQOP\Q[Pº8Q\b
[Ia[-IKPJIVLQ[ITTW_MLI
[\IOM[M\WN UQV]\M[
ITTW_QVONWZIVQV\MZUQ[[QWV
IVL[\IOMXZMXIZI\QWV
+PI[M*QVVQMITWKIT
IZ\Q[\IVLI]LQMVKMUMU
JMZ[IQL¹1\¼[N]VIVLUa
NI^WZQ\MXTIKMLW_V\W_V
1\PI[\PMJM[\[\IOMNWZTQ^M
U][QKº
6M`\\W*QVVQM_I[-ZQK
8M\MZ[WVIVW\PMZQV^WT^ML
I]LQMVKMUMUJMZ_PW[IQL
¹1KIUMPMZMJMKI][MUa
NZQMVLXTIa[\PMLZ]U[º
<PM[MI]LQMVKMUMU
JMZ[_MZMTWWSQVONWZI
OWWL\QUMIVLI_Ia\W
MV\MZ\IQV\PMU[MT^M[L]ZQVO

807<7+7=:<-;A7.:-,+):8-<61/0<+4=*+75

The Dead Bundy performed during last week’s Wreckin’ Wednesday at the Red
Carpet nightclub.

\PM_MMSIVL?ZMKSQV¼
?MLVM[LIa[OI^M\PMU\PM
WXXWZ\]VQ\a
-^MZaWVMQ[IT_Ia[
_MTKWUM\WTQ[\MVIVLQN 
\PI\Q[V¼\MVW]OP+PZQ[8Q\b
Q[WXMVNWZUWZM\ITMV\0M

KIVJMZMIKPMLJaMUIQTI\
LMILMVLIOM(OUIQTKWU
+WV\IK\PQU_Q\PQV
NWZUI\QWVIVLI[IUXTMWN 
U][QK^QI.IKMJWWSWZ.ZMM
>MZJ6I\QWV
1N aW]IZMTWWSQVONWZ

[WUM\PQVO\WLW\WJZMIS
]X\PM_MMSWN PWUM_WZS
\PQVSWN OWQVOLW_V\W_V
)T[WNWZ\PW[MPQL
QVOI_Ia\ITMV\[\PQ[Q[\PM
XMZNMK\WXXWZ\]VQ\a\WOM\I
VIUMW]\\PMZM

REVIEWS

UW^QMOIUMITJ]UJWWS\PMI\MZ

‘Big Miracle’ inspires viewers
Ashmika Patke

ZM[K]MMNNWZ\TI\MZVIUML
¹7XMZI\QWV*ZMIS\PZW]OPº
_I[UILM\WNZMM\PZMMOZIa
“Big Miracle” is a drama _PITM[NZWUXIKSMLQKMQV
ÅTUJI[MLWVI! !VW^MT
\PM*MI]NWZ\;MIVMIZ8WQV\
¹.ZMMQVO\PM?PITM[ºJa
*IZZW_QV)TI[SI
<WU:W[M\PI\_I[QV[XQZML
<PMQV\MZVI\QWVITZM[K]M
JaI\Z]M[\WZa\PI\]VQ\ML
MNNWZ\WN ¹7XMZI\QWV*ZMIS
\PM_WZTL
\PZW]OPºKW[\\PM=VQ\ML
¹*QO5QZIKTMºVIZZI\M[
;\I\M[ UQTTQWV<PQ[ZIZM
\PMUW\Q^I\QWVIT[\WZaWN I
KI[MQ[WVMWN INM_[Q\]I
[]LLMVLQ[KW^MZaWN \PZMM
\QWV[WN ZMITQ[\QKLIVOMZ\PI\
JZMI\P\ISQVOOZIa_PITM[
Q[_WZ\P UQTTQWVIVLM^MV
ÅOP\QVOIOIQV[\ITTWLL[\W
UWZM
[\IaITQ^M
¹*QO5QZIKTMºQ[IV
1VQ\QITTa\PMQZWVTa[]X
QV[XQZI\QWVITÅTU\WITT\PI\
XWZ\MZ[_MZMI[UITT\W_V
[PW_[\PMZMQ[KW]ZIOM_Q\PQV
VM_[ZMXWZ\MZIVLI/ZMMV
M^MZaWVM\WLW[WUM\PQVO
XMIKM^WT]V\MMZ\WPMTX
M`\ZIWZLQVIZa
\PMUITWVO\PMQZJZI^MIVL
-^MV\PW]OPOZIa_PITM[
[MMUQVOTaQUXW[[QJTMRW]ZVMa IZMJQOIVLXW_MZN]T\PMa¼ZM
\PZW]OP\PM)ZK\QK7KMIV
[\QTT^]TVMZIJTMIVL[KIZMLNWZ
<PMUIRM[\QK_PITM[
\PMQZKPIVKM[WN []Z^Q^IT
_MZMVIUML.ZML?QTUI
¹*QO5QZIKTMº[\IZ[\PM
IVL*IU*IUJaIaW]VO
JZQTTQIV\Ta\ITMV\MLIK\WZ[
)UMZQKIVJWa
>QVM[[I;PI_,ZM_*IZ
<PM\PZMMOZMI\_PITM[
ZaUWZM,MZUW\5]TZWVMa
UILMIV]VNWZOM\\IJTM
3ZQ[\MV*MTT<QU*TISM
RW]ZVMa\W[INM\aJa[_QU
6MT[WV2WPV3ZI[QVS[QIVL
UQVO]VLMZ_I\MZQVNZMMbQVO <ML,IV[WV
\MUXMZI\]ZM[I[\PM)ZK\QK
>QVM[[I;PI_XTIa[3MTTa
7KMIV[\IZ\ML\W\]ZV\WQKM
5MaMZ[#,ZM_*IZZaUWZM
1V! IVQV\MZVI\QWVIT XTIa[:IKPMT3ZIUMZI
MOVIE REVIEW

807<7+7=:<-;A7.185)?):,;+75

‘Big Miracle’ was based on the book ‘Freeing the Whales’ by Tom
Rose.

RATING:

/ZMMVXMIKM^WT]V\MMZ_PW
_QTT[\WXVW\PQVO\WUISM
[]ZM\PM\ZIXXML_PITM[_QTT
[]Z^Q^M#,MZUW\5]TZWVMa
XTIa[+WTWVMT;KW\\*WaMZIV
)UMZQKIVUQTQ\IZa[WTLQMZ#
3ZQ[\MV*MTTXTIa[2QTT2MZIZL
ILMLQKI\MLVM_[ZMXWZ\MZ#
<QU*TISM6MT[WVXTIa[8I\
4INIaM\\M#2WPV3ZI[QVS[Q
XTIa[)LIU+IZT[WVI[UITT
\W_VVM_[ZMXWZ\MZ#IVL<ML
,IV[WVXTIa[2?5K/ZI_
;IZIP8ITQVPI[IJZQMN 
KIUMWI[PMZ[MTN NZWUIZ
KPQ^MNWW\IOMI[;IZIP0MI\P
L]ZQVOPMZ[]KKQVK\[XWZ\[
KI[\QVOKIZMMZ
?PMV\PMVM_[OWM[
OTWJITIVL\PMXW[[QJTMNI\IT
\Z]\PQ[ZM^MITMLOW^MZVUMV\
WNÅKQIT[WQT\aKWWV[IVLK]ZQ
W][RW]ZVITQ[\[LM[KMVL]XWV
\PMIZK\QK[\I\QWV
)V]VTQSMTaZM[K]M\MIU
Q[KWV\ZQ^MLWN VM_[ZMXWZ\
MZ[/ZMMVXMIKM^WT]V\MMZ[
)UMZQKIVIVL:][[QIVUQTQ
\IZaWQTKWUXIVQM[IVL1V]Q\
VI\Q^M[\W[M\I[QLM\PMQZLQN
NMZMVKM[IVLRWQV\WOM\PMZQV
KWUUQ\UMV\NWZ\PM[PIZML
KI][M\WNZMM\PM_PITM[
)[\PM_WZTL¼[I\\MV\QWVQ[
[_Q^MTML\W\PMPMQOP\WN \PM
OTWJM\PMLM\MZUQVMLMNNWZ\
NWZ\PQ[UQZIK]TW][ZM[K]M
UQ[[QWVWN \PM[MMVLIVOMZML
IVQUIT[JMKWUM[I[PIZML
KI][MNWZVI\QWV[TMILQVO\W
UWUMV\IZa\PI_QV\PM+WTL
?IZ
<PMUW^QMQ[IN]VNIUQTa
ÅTU\WJM_I\KPMLW^MZIVL
W^MZIOIQV
<PMÅTU¼[_WZSQVO\Q\TM
L]ZQVOÅTUQVOIVLXZWL]K
\QWV_I[¹-^MZaJWLa4W^M[
?PITM[º_PQKPKWV\QV]M[\W
JMIVQUXWZ\IV\TQVMQV\PM
ÅTU
5aZI\QVONWZ\PMÅTU
¹*QO5QZIKTMºQ[IVMQOP\W]\
WN 
<PQ[ÅTUQ[IVW\PMZ
IUWVOUIVaZMKMV\ÅTU[
MQ\PMZQV[XQZMLJaI\Z]M[\WZa
WZJI[MLWVIVW^MTJ]\\PQ[
ÅTUQ[JW\PQV[XQZMLJaI\Z]M
[\WZaIVLJI[MLWVIVW^MT
)T[WTQSMUW[\ÅTU[WN 
Q\[SQVLQ\LWM[R][\QKM\W\PM
ZMUIZSIJTMVW^MTKW]V\MZ
XIZ\IVL\PM\W]KPQVO[\WZa
I[I^MZaPMIZ\_IZUQVOÅTU
XZW^QVO\PI\\PM[M\PZMM
OZIa_PITM[\Z]TaIZMI¹JQO
miracle.”

PHOTO COURTESY OF GAMEZONE.COM

‘Kingdoms of Amalur’ was released on Feb. 7, 2011 and is available for $59.99
wherever video games are sold.

Prepare for fantasy battle in
‘Kingdom of Amalur’
Ryan Hanenburg
GAME REVIEW

3QVOLWU[WN )UIT]ZQ[\PMÅZ[\OIUMM^MZUILMJa
 ;\]LQW[IVLQ\Q[IT[WLM^MTWXMLJa*QO0]OM/IUM[
3W)Q[[M\QVINIV\I[a_WZTLKZMI\MLJa:);IT^I
\WZM_PWaW]UIaZMKWOVQbMNZWUPQ[.WZOW\\MV:MITU[
IVL;\IZ?IZ[VW^MT[1VILLQ\QWV\PMIZ\_WZS_I[LZI_V
Ja\PMKZMI\WZWN \PM¹;XI_VºKWUQK<WLL5K.IZTIVM
<PMZMIZMIV]UJMZWN JQOVIUM[I\\IKPML\W3QVO
LWU[WN )UIT]ZIVL\PMaITTKWUM\WOM\PMZ\WUISMI
UIOVQÅKMV\_PWTM
Graphics 8/10
<PMIZ\WN )UIT]ZQ[[WUM_PI\KIZ\WWVQ[PIVLQ\
ZMUQVL[UMWN 5K.IZTIVM¼[W\PMZ_WZSKWV[\IV\Ta<PM
[\aTM_WZS[NWZ\PQ[OIUMPW_M^MZIVL\PMIVQUI\QWV[
NWZ\PMMVMUQM[TWWS]VQY]MIVLÆ]QL<PMUWLMT[
NWZUWV[\MZ[IZMM[XMKQITTa_MTTLWVMIVLMIKPWVMQ[
]VQY]M<PMP]UIVWQLMVMUQM[ITTTWWS^IO]MTa[QUQTIZ
IVLQ\_W]TLPI^MPMTXML\WPI^M\PMQZKTW\PQVO[\aTM[JM
^I[\TaLQNNMZMV\
Story 7/10
<PM[\WZaWN 3QVOLWU[WN )UIT]ZQ[aW]Z[\IVLIZL
NIV\I[aNIZM_Q\PITIZOMZPMTXQVOWN MT^M[
)ZWO]MNIK\QWVWN \PM.IMKITTML\PM<]I\PI,MWPV
PI[LMKTIZML_IZIOIQV[\\PMUWZ\ITZIKM[WN )UIT]Z
IVL_Q[P\WX]ZQNa\PM_WZTLQV\PMVIUMWN \PMQZVM_
OWL<PMQZKI][MQ[PMTXMLJa\PMNIK\\PI\.IMVM^MZ
\Z]TaLQMIVL[W_Q\P\QUM\PMaPI^M_PQ\\TMLLW_V
\PMQZUWZ\ITNWM[IVLIZM_QVVQVO\PM_IZAW]XTIaI[
IZMKMV\TaLMKMI[MLUWZ\IT_PWPI[JMMVZM[]ZZMK\ML
Ja\PM?MTTWN ;W]T[IVLU][\\ISM]XIZU[IOIQV[\\PM
<]I\PIWVKMUWZM
<PM_WZTLWN )UIT]ZQ[OW^MZVMLJa\PI\M\MZVIT
KWXW]\WN TIba_ZQ\MZ["¹.I\Mº<PM\PQVO\PI\UISM[
aW]ZKPIZIK\MZ[XMKQITQ[\PI\aW]PI^MVW.I\MIVLIZM
\PMZMNWZM\PMWVTaNZMM_QTTMLXMZ[WVQV\PM_WZTL<PM
QV\MZM[\QVO\PQVOQ[\PMQV\MOZI\QWVWN \PQ[[\WZaMTMUMV\

QV\W\PMIK\]ITOIUMXTIaAW]Z[]XMZXW_MZUWLMIVL
M^MVaW]Z\ITMV\[IZMITTLM\MZUQVMLJa.I\MIVLQ\OQ^M[
IVQVOIUMZMI[WVNWZ\PMIJQTQ\a\WZM[XMKQITQbMaW]Z
KPIZIK\MZ

Gameplay 10/10
<PMOIUMXTIaQ[_PMZM3W)ZMITTa[PQVM[\PZW]OP
<PMKWUJI\[a[\MUQ[^MZaÆ]QLIVLI\\QUM[NMMT[UWZM
TQSMIÅOP\QVOOIUM\PIVIV:8/<QUQVOJTWKS[I\\PM
ZQOP\\QUMKI][M[I[TW_LW_VMNNMK\\PI\ITTW_[aW]\WIK\
NI[\MZIVLaW]KIVM^MVLWR]OOTMKWUJW[_Q\P\PMZQOP\
_MIXWV[IVL[XMTT[
<PMY]M[\QVO[a[\MUQ[\PM\ZQMLIVL\Z]M[\aTMWN 
M^MZa:8/NZWU\PMXI[\aMIZ[IVLQ\LWM[\PMRWJ
_Q\PW]\KWUXTIQV\[<PM\ITMV\[a[\MUNMMT[UWZMTQSMIV
557\PIVI[QVOTMXTIaMZOIUMJ]\Q\_WZS[_MTT_Q\PQV
\PM[a[\MU<PM_WZTLNMMT[TQSMIV557_Q\PW]\ITT\PM
XMWXTMQVQ\#Q\¼[Y]Q\MZMUQVQ[KMV\WN ;SaZQU
<PMZMIZMLQNNMZMV\NIK\QWV[QV\PM_WZTL_Q\P
\PMQZW_VY]M[\[IVLZM_IZL[<PMaIZMaW]Z\aXQKIT
NIK\QWV[.QOP\MZ[<PQM^M[?QbIZL[M\KJ]\\PMaIZM
N]VVWVM\PMTM[[

Replay Value 8/10
<PMZMXTIa^IT]MNWZ3W)LWM[V¼\TQMQV\PM[\WZaJ]\
QV\PMOIUMXTIa<ZaQVOW]\LQNNMZMV\KWUJI\[\aTM[IVL
J]QTL[KIVJMQV\MZM[\QVOIVLN]V-IKP_MIXWVIVLKTI[[
[\aTMWNNMZLQNNMZMV\KWV\ZWT[IVLKWUXTM\MTaLQNNMZMV\
NMMT[NZWUWVMIVW\PMZ<PW]OP\PMY]M[\[PI^MLQNNMZMV\
_Ia[WN JMQVOKWUXTM\ML_PQKPKIVUISMNWZMVW]OP
KWV\MV\\WR][\QNaIVW\PMZXTIa\PZW]OPI[ILQNNMZMV\KTI[[
IVLXMZ[WVITQ\a\aXM

3QVOLWU[WN )UIT]ZQ[IPQOPTaILLQK\Q^MOIUM
\PI\_QTTLZI_aW]QV_Q\PQ\[KWUJI\IVLPW]Z[WN 
OIUMXTIa1\¼[IKWUXTM\MTaVM_[MZQM[IVLQN Q\OM\[[WUM
[]XXWZ\1KIV[MMOZMI\\PQVO[QVQ\[N]\]ZM3QVOLWU[WN 
)UIT]Z_I[ZMTMI[MLWV.MJIVLQ[I^IQTIJTMNWZ
!!!_PMZM^MZ^QLMWOIUM[IZM[WTL

RATING:

Coming Out This Week: Movies. Games. Albums.
Movies:

Games:

Albums:

Wanderlust
Act of Valor
Gone

Syndicate
Touch My Katamari

Lamchop: Mr. M.
Field Music: Plumb
Sleigh Bells: Reign of Terror
Tyga: Careless World, Rise of the Last King
Tindersticks: The Something Rain

Tyler Perry’s Good Deeds
Around June

Hustle Kings
Asura’s Wrath
Army Corps of Hell

Marquee
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Aquarius: 1/20 - 2/18

Take  time  to  tell  those  around  
you  how  important  they  are  to  
you.  

Pisces: 2/19 - 3/20

The  stars  align  this  week  for  
you  to  go  out  and  take  some  
time  for  yourself..

Aries: 3/21 - 4/19

Tell  your  mother  you  love  her  
this  week.

Monday, february 20, 2012

What makes a name
Chelsea Christman
LIFE COLUMN

How do parents choose names
for their babies? After all, the child
has to live with the name for the
rest of their life, and the newborn is
powerless in the decision.
Usually, parents try to grace
their children with appropriate
VIUM[\PI\[MMU\WÅ\7\PMZ\QUM[
like when some poor kid is named
Apple, Tallulah Belle, or Blanket
after celebrities’ children, a legal
name change may be imminent in
the future.
We have all heard people
embrace and love their name, and
perhaps get compliments for it. We
have also heard people complain
about their name. For instance, the
uniquely named Kiera may moan,
“No one can say my name or spell
it right.”
7J[\IKTM[IZMIXXIZMV\_Q\P
names. Trying to border on different, but not too unusual, creates
IÅVMTQVM/M\\QVOKZMI\Q^M[WUM
parents try to create rare spellings
of names, such as Emilee as opposed to Emily.
Multiple spellings have emerged
for even the simplest names. Maria
can be spelled the preceding original way or Marea, Mareah, Marrea, Marria, etc. Combining two

names is accepted as well. Some
double names include Coralee,
Tyshawn, Brooklyn, and Raeann.
More popular trends include
the rebirth of old-fashioned names,
such as Abigail and Spencer.
Parallel with the old-fashioned
movement, parents are inclined to
name their children after relatives,
honoring their family members.
For example, a boy may be named
Arthur after his grandfather.
7\PMZVIUM[KIVJMK]T\]ZIT
or religious, such as choosing the
VIUM/IJZQMTIN\MZ\PMIVOMTQV
\PM*QJTMWZ)LMTIQLMI[I/MZUIV
name.
With so many options, how does
one decide on the perfect name?
According to “100,000+ Baby
Names” by Bruce Lansky, there
are three steps to pick a name your
baby will love.
Step one is to make a list of
names with special meaning. This
could include thinking about what
country your grandparents are from
and picking a name originated in
that country.
Looking at lists of popular
names from the past few years,
imagining your baby’s personality or physical looks, and thinking
IJW]\\PMÅZ[\QUXZM[[QWVWN I
name are other considerations.
In Lansky’s book, there are
sections titled “Names Inspired

by People, Places, and Things”,
“Names around the World”, “Impressions Names Make” and more
to help with step one.
In step two, the couple should
narrow their list of names based on
what will work best for the baby.
The book offers a table with 12
criteria to rank as positive, neutral,
or negative. Factors include spelling, pronunciation, sound, nicknames, initials, meaning, uniqueness and more.
7N KW]Z[M[\MX\PZMMQ[\WUISM
\PMÅVITKPWQKM*W\P\PMUW\PMZ
and father should choose their top
Å^MNI^WZQ\MVIUM[IVLKWUXIZM
They should use teamwork to
decide on their top options, preparing themselves to name the baby as
soon as it is born.
Multiple considerations can be
taken into account before selecting
IVIUMJ]\PWXMN]TTa\PMVIUMÅ\[
the newborn perfectly.
7VM¼[VIUMQ[XW_MZN]TQUXWZtant, and eternal. A name is more
than letters. It is part of an identity,
the way one will be addressed for
their entire life.
With a special origin and meanQVOM^MZaVIUMPI[^ITQL[QOVQÅcance.
Ask your parents how you were
named. You may be surprised by
their answer.

Students
strut their
stuff at
Atwood

Top names of 2011
Girls:
1. Isabella (Italian origin)
5MIVQVO"KWV[MKZI\ML\W/WL
;WXPQI/ZMMSWZQOQV
Meaning: wise
-UUI/MZUIVWZQOQV
Meaning: industrious
7TQ^QI4I\QVWZQOQV
Meaning: olive tree
)^I/ZMMS
Meaning: bearer of good news
Boys:
1. Jacob (Hebrew origin)
Meaning: sup planter
2. Ethan (Hebrew origin)
5MIVQVO"[\ZWVOÅZU
3. Michael (Hebrew origin)
5MIVQVO"_PWQ[TQSM/WL
4. Jayden (Hebrew origin)
5MIVQVO"/WLPI[PMIZL
5. William (English origin)
Meaning: determined guardian
The name ratings according to
www.baby-names.familyeduca
tion.com and based upon Social
Security Administration statistics
as of May 2011.
Meanings are from “100,000+
Baby Names” by Bruce Lansky.

>1>-34)5;)4;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Carrie Klaphake, Anna Donlan and Erica Beacom decorate their fancy shades with glitter.

Taurus 4/20 - 5/20

Broadening  your  horizons  last  
ZHHNPD\KDYHEDFN¿UHGRQ
you.  Don’t  worry,  try  it  again  
this  week!

Gemini: 5/21 - 6/21

This  week  you  should  really  
buckle  down  and  eat  those  
leftovers  in  your  fridge.

Cancer: 6/22 - 7/22

Be  yourself  and  let  the  haters  
hate.
>1>-34)5;)4;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Leo: 7/23 - 8/22

Someone  close  to  you  has  been  
bothering  you  lately.  Don’t  be  
afraid  to  let  them  know  how  
you  feel.  

Virgo: 8/23 - 9/22

You  can’t  take  it  with  you,  so  
spend  your  money  like  it  does  
grow  on  trees  this  week.

>1>-34)5;)4;<)..807<7/:)80-:

Ryan C. Satterberg displays his ability to sing and play piano at the same time at
Husky Got Talent.

PETS OF THE WEEK:

Brewski and Puffy

Libra: 9/23 - 10/22

You  have  been  going  out  too  
much  lately.  Spend  some  time  
alone.

Scorpio: 10/23 - 11/21

Don’t  be  afraid  to  take  
chances.  Make  sure  to  go  out  
this  week  because  you  only  
live  once.  

Sagittarius: 11/22-12/21
This  week’s  lesson:  hold  your  
ground.  

Capricorn: 12/22 - 1/19

Focus  on  your  love  life  this  
year.  You  will  end  up  with  sexy  
results.

Amna Jabeen (left) and Rohma Ahmad Khan (right)
behind the chocolate fountains covering pieces of
melon with melted chocolate.

Puffy is a 1-year-old spayed female cat. She has medium length hair
which makes her rather puffy. She was surrendered due to no fault of her
own, but rather issues with the landlord.
Puffy is a quiet cat who will seek attention from you when it’s her idea.
She has lived in a peaceful environment in the past that did not include
children and other pets.
7VKM8]NNa_IZU[]X\WaW][PM_QTTJM\PMZMI\\PMLWWZ\WOZMM\aW]
when you come home.

Brewski is a 1-year-old
Black Lab and Springer
mix. He’s neutered as well as
house and crate trained.
When he needs to go outside he will stand by the door.
Brewski’s former family didn’t
feel they had enough time
for him. They said he was an
energetic dog who loves to get
and give attention.
You can make friends
quickly with Brewski by
scratching his favorite spots
which are behind the ears, on
the belly, and at the base of
his tail.
He enjoys playing fetch
and sitting in laps. Brewski
needs a new tennis ball and a
new lap.
Stop by the shelter, give
him a scratch behind the ears,
IVL[MMQN PMÅ\[QVaW]ZTIX
Photos and
information
courtesy of the
Tri-County Humane
Society.
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HOUSING

MAKE A MOVE TO
KENT HOUSING!
kenthousing.com
320-252-5500

2, 3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
4 blk from SCSU library. Heat
paid, free parking.
320-493-9549

NEW LISTING
2& 3 BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

WE’VE GOT SPACE!
We have the largest 4
Bdrm Apts. near SCSU!
Free Wi-Fi, Free Parking!
Now Renting 2012-2013
School Year! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com

2 BEDROOMS
University Drive and Lakeside Apts,Close SCSU www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
Call 320-251-8284

STATESIDE APTS. ON
6th Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking One Block To Halenbeck
Hall. Avail. 6/1/12 and
8/1/12 Exel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

4 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
Roommate Matching
www.uvtownhomes.com
320-252-2633
FREE PARKING,
INDIVIDUAL LEASES
10 & 12 month leases
320-252-2633
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
TOWNHOMES UVT’s
Free parking, individual leases,
pool
320-252-2633
www.uvtownhomes.com
SCSU HOUSES 4 RENT!
Open ‘11-’12
www.stcloudrental.com!
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
3 blocks from campus! Huge
kitchens and famil rooms!
Individual parking spots!
Locked, secured entry! New
Carpet! Best deal on rent in
town and can’t beat the
location!
320-492-1230
SCSU ‘12-’13
HOUSES & APTS!
**320-229-1919**
stcloudrental.com
CAMPUS APTS. ON 5th
Ave! 4 Bedroom Apts. Heat
Paid, A/C, D/W, Parking 1
1/2 Blocks To Miller Library.
Avail. 6/1/12. Excel Prop.
251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
1-10 BDRM SCSU
HOUSES!
‘12-’13 - 320-229-1919
DOWTOWN
RENOVATION LOFTS
4 br units $300-$325/ br.
Heat included.
320-251-1925
HOMES AND APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.
UNIVERSITY APTS,
Large 2 Bedrooms. Close to
SCSU Also Studios, Ones,
Threes, 320-251-8284, www.
riversiderealestateprop.com
JESUS, SATAN, ALLAH
ARE PRETEND
Faith corrupts; absolute faith
corrupts absolutely.
Question. Atheism is true.
“THE CASTLE”
2, 3, and 4 BR apts.
Spacious, character, great
values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
NEW LISTING 2 & 3
BEDROOM
off street parking
320-250-1393

FREE WI-FI!!!
Walk To Class! Across From
Hockey Center. 4 Bdrm
Apts. Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Off-Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
‘12-’13 SCSU APTS &
HOUSES!!
**320-229-1919**
3-4 BEDROOM APTS
1blk from SCSU library.
2 Full baths, A/C, D/W.
Heat paid.
320-493-9549
HOUSES,
HOUSES, HOUSES!!
SCSU 12-13 HOUSES FOR
RENT!
Call us at 320-229-1919
3+4 BEDROOMS
University Place Apts
320-281-5170
www.universityplacestudenthousing.com
scsuhomesforrent.com
3 & 4 BDRM UNITS
At our Univeristy North Apts!
7th Ave!!
stcloudrental.com
HOUSES,
TOWNHOUSES, APTS
Great locations. Great values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
3 BLOCKS FROM
CAMPUS!!
2012-2013
3 & 4 bedrooms.
320-259-9673
M&M APTS.
GIGANTIC BEDROOMS!
Excellent 6 & 7 bedroom
house for rent! Prime
location! 3 blocks from campus!! 2 kitchens, 2 bathrooms,
2 family rooms. Central A/C,
free parking. New washer and
dryer. Utilities paid for!
Very nice houses!
320-492-1230
2012-2-13 School Yr!
1,2,3 & 4 Bd Available
Free Heat, Water & Garabage!
Free Basic Cable!
On Busline!!!
Call Today 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com
FREE WI-FI & BASIC
CABLE!
4 Bedroom Apartment
Individual leases, just &285/m
Super close to campus!
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/us
BENTONWOOD SE
LOCATION
1 BR $410, 2 BR $500. Free
heat/ parking on clipper.
320-251-1925
Avail 4/1, 5/1 & 6/1
mpmstudenthousing.com

ONE, TWO, THREE
Bedrooms, Close SCSU,
320-251-8284 www.river
siderealestateprop.com
HOUSES, HOUSES,
HOUSES
3 Locations. 4br, 6 br, 7 br
and 8br. 1-4 blks SCSU. Great
conditions/ spacious.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
BEAUTIFUL 4
BEDROOM HOUSE FOR
RENT!
House is in amazing shape! 2
bathrooms, 2 family rooms,
large deck! Free parking. Close
to campus! Nicest house in
campus area!
320-492-1230
4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
NOW RENTING FOR
2012/ 2013
Large 2 bedroom apt. Free off
street parking. Laundry, near
Hallenbeck Hall.
Call: 320-251-0029
2 BEDROOM APTS
1/2 blk from SCSU library.
D/W, A/C. Security.
Laundry. Heat paid. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549
WESTVIEW AND
University West Apts.
4 bedroom Apts. Heat Paid,
A/C, D/W, Parking. 2 Blocks
To Miller Library. Avail.
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

FIND A PLACE TO
Rent Or Post Rental Listing
At radrenter.com
www.ivyapartments.com
3 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
2 -7 Bedroom Houses
320-259-9673
SCSU ‘12- ‘13 HOUSES
4 RENT!!
stcloudrental.com
4 BDRM, 2 BATH SPLIT
LEVEL APTS!!
750 5th St. S
Call us! 320-229-1919
4 BDRM APTS!
$235/ RM! 9th Ave
320-229-1919
HOMES AND APARTMENTS FOR RENT
stcloudhomes.com
Click on St. Cloud area
home rentals.
2-3-4 BEDROOM APTS
Various locations. Heat paid.
320-493-9549
“THE CASTLE”
2, 3 & 4 BR Apts.
Spacious, great values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
SAFFRON SUITES 395
5th Ave. So. Eff. Apt. Available Immediately Next To
Welcome Center Phone 320290-2128

SOUTHVIEW APTS.
Large 2 Bedroom Apts.
Heat Paid, A/C, D/W,
Laundry, Parking Close
To SCSU. Avail. 6/1/12
Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
4 BDR APTS
1 blk from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549
2 BEDROOM APTS
Across from Holes Hall.
A/C, D/W. Heat paid.
Security. Laundry. 10 or 12
month leases.
320-493-9549
METROVIEW
One, Two, Three Bedrooms,
Decks, Houses, Heat Paid,
Close SCSU 320-251-8284
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com
NICEST HOMES ON
CAMPUS
Completely updated. Free
heat, parking, water and
garbage services.
320-309-7273
CARETAKER/
SECURITY PERSON
Live in studio or 4 bedroom
apt, reduced rent, plus
hourly wage. Start 6/1/12.
Excel Property. 251-6005
NEW LISTING 2&3
BEDROOM
Off street parking.
320-250-1393

3+4 BEDROOM
Apartments 4-7
Bedroom Houses.
Close To Campus. Call For
Specials 320-259-9673
4-6 BDRM HOUSES
3&4 BDRM APTS
2012-2013
320-259-9673
www.ivyaprtments.com
BEACHWOOD
1 BR APTS.
$400-430. 320 7th Ave S.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
LOOKING FOR FOUR
MORE SCSU STUDENTS
to share house with other
women. 320-241-9999
COLLEGIATEVIEW
2 BR APTS
Large apts. 5th Ave.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
LEASING NOW!
Single bedrooms available
in fourbedroom apartment.
Starting at $250.00 per
month. Free heat, water, garabage & basic cable!
Super Cloe to campus.
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/fv

HUSKYHOUSES.COM
7-10 Bdrm Houses! Avl
2012-2013 School Year
Free Laundry and Parking
320-761-0911 Ryan
2 & 4 BEDROOMS
Now Renting 20122013 School Year! Free
Wi-Fi & Free Off Street
Parking! 320-240-8188
www.jjsproperty.com
2-3 OR 4 BEDROOM
APTS IN HOUSE
1/2 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid, free parking.
320-493-9549
4 BEDROOM APTS
1 block from SCSU library.
Heat paid. 2 full baths. A/C,
D/W, laundry.
320-493-9549
1 BDRM SCSU APTS!!
Call Now! 320-229-1919
BEACHWOOD 1BR APTS
320 7th Ave. S.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
!FREE CABLE & FREE
INTERNET!
3 & 4 bedroom large apartments. Central A/C, D/W,
heat paid.
www.ivyapartments.com
320-259-9673

scsuapartments.com
stcloudhomes4rent.com

scsu4rent.com

4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com

3 BEDROOM
TOWNHOMES
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
2 BEDROOM APTS
By hockey center.
Call Rick: 320-291-7002
3 BR/ 4 BR
TOWNHOUSES
2 blocks Halenbeck. $300/
br.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
HOUSES CLOSE TO
CAMPUS
Put together a group and get
free rent.
320-241-9999
www.serenity-apartments.com
GREAT DUPLEX HOME!
Large 3BR, 1.5 Bath
?,0WWS]X=VÅVQ[PML
Basement
Available May 1st
Call Jacqueline 320-260-3448
525 13TH ST APTS
1 Block N of Hockey arena.
3&4 bedrooms $225.
Dan: 651-361-0803
danruza@live.com
stcloudrental.com

MAKE A MOVE TO
Kent Housing!
Kent Housing.com
or 320-252-5500
“710 APTS”
3 blocks NHC.
2 br/ 3 br.
$240-$300/ br.
320-251-1925
mpmproperties.com
NICEST HOMES
ON CAMPUS
Completely updated. Free
heat, parking, water and
garbage services.
320-309-7273
stcloudstorage.com
HOUSES,
TOWNHOUSES, APTS
Great values.
320-251-1925
mpmstudenthousing.com
HOUSES! HOUSES!
HOUSES!
7-9 bedroom houses. New
carpet. Free laundry. Close to
campus. $265 per room.
Call Brock: 320-980-2769
STUDIO APTS. 400+
Square Feet. Heat Paid, A/C,
Micro, Laundry, Parking 2
Blocks To Campus. Avail
6/1/12 Excel Prop. 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

4 & 5 BEDROOM
HOUSES
www.quadbproperties.com
stcloudapartment.com
9 BEDROOM HOUSE
Available 6/1.
Close to campus.
$295 per bedroom.
Includes water and trash.
Call Gary: 612-321-6949
AFFORDABLE 2Bd
Free Basic Cable!
Hear, Water & Garabage
Paid!
Starting At $550 a month
Call Liz 320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/fv
FINALLY LIVE ALONE!
Great 1Bd $500 a month
Free parking spot / on busline
Free heat/water/garabage
Call to tour today!
320-217-4115
www.nomgmt.com/fv
HOUSES TO RENT
320-240-0679
SCSU ‘12-’13 HOUSES
4 RENT!
stcloudrental.com
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Column
WEEK OF FEB. 20 - 26

HOCKEY

W - Minnesota
Feb. 24, 7:07 p.m.
Away
Feb. 25, 4:07 p.m.
Away
Feb. 26, 4:07 p.m. (if necessary)
Away
M - Michigan Tech
Feb. 24, 6:07 p.m.
Away
Feb. 25, 6:07 p.m.
Away

BASKETBALL

Concordia-St. Paul
Feb. 25, W 2 p.m., M 4 p.m.

TRACK & FIELD
NSIC Championships
Feb. 24
Away

TENNIS

M - Bethel
Feb. 24, 5:30 p.m.
Home
Hamline
Feb. 25, 1 p.m.
Home
W - Minnesota State
Feb. 23, 3 p.m.
Home

WRESTLING

Regional Championshps
Feb. 26, 10 a.m.
Home

Wild need to get
native Zach Parise
Matt Nielsen
SPORTS COLUMN

The Minnesota Wild
started the 2011-12 season
on a very hot note,taking
the NHL by storm and
were even the number
one team in the league for
a couple of weeks. Once
again, they had Minnesota excited for hockey and
hopeful for a solid playoff
spot.
Now, a playoff spot
looks like a dream as the
Wild have been one of the
league’s worst team over
the past two months. Since
a 2-1 loss to Winnipeg on
Dec. 13, the Wild have only
JMMVIJTM\W_QVÅ^MOIUM[
and earned only 16 out of
a possible 52 points. That
puts them in 12th place in
the Western Conference.
The playoffs are not
out of the question yet, but
they could be soon if they
continue to play this way.
As great as Minnesota’s defense has been this season,
the offense has been the exact opposite. The Wild rank
29th in the league with only
2.2 goals scored per game.
Danny Heatley and
Devin Setoguchi were
acquired this off-season
from the San Jose Sharks
in hopes of boosting the
Wild’s offense. Setoguchi
has scored 14 goals so far
this year, but also suffered
injuries earlier this year that
kept him out for a couple
of weeks. Heatley has been
productive with 19 goals so
far this season, but it doesn’t
compare to what he has
done in the past with his
previous teams.
In order for the Wild

to have a chance at making the playoffs this year,
they need to pick up their
offense. The trade deadline
is just over a week away and
the Wild need to acquire
someone to help out their
lousy offense.
Rumors have arisen
that the New Jersey Devils would be interested in
trading Zach Parise since
he will be a free agent at the
end of the season. If Parise
signs with another team in
free agency next summer, it
means that the Devils will
lose their best player and
get nothing for him. Parise
is one of the league’s best
and the Wild have players
that they can trade for him.
New Jersey is in need
of a long-term goalie as
Martin Brodeur will be 40
this May. Backup Johan
Hedberg is far away from
his youth as well at age
38. The Wild have some
of the most consistent net
minders in the league in
Niklas Backstrom and Josh
Harding. Backstrom has
been one of the best players
on the Wild for a few years
now and keeps improving,
so it is unlikely that the
Wild would trade him.
Harding, on the other
hand, has been a reliable
backup and has shown that
he has the talent to be the
starter. At age 27, he has a
lot left in the tank. Another
goalie that Minnesota has in
the system is Matt Hackett,
who is currently with the
?QTL¼[UQVWZTMIO]MINÅTQI\M
Houston Aeros.
Hackett isn’t even 21 yet
and is the top goaltender
NWZ\PM)MZW[1VPQ[ÅZ[\
NHL game ever, Hackett

Kelly Laas Memorial
Husky Dome Classic
Feb. 24-26
Home

BASEBALL
St. Joseph’s
Feb. 25, 7 a.m.
Metrodome
St. Joseph’s
Feb. 26, 6 a.m.
Metrodome

Zach Parise is a Minnesota native and the Minnesota Wild need his talents before the trade deadline.

relived Harding one minute
into the game after Harding suffered a head injury.
He stopped all 34 shots he
faced and helped the Wild
pick up a 2-1 win on the
road in San Jose.
One goalie would not
be enough for Parise, but
the Wild have other young
talent and draft picks that
they could also trade away.
Parise is originally from
Minneapolis, so it would
JMÅ\\QVO\PI\PMKWUM[

to play for his hometown
team. The Wild need to
do something to make a
playoff push and trading for
8IZQ[M_W]TLLMÅVQ\MTaOQ^M
the team a spark.
Minnesota has to do
everything it can to try
and get Parise, otherwise,
it looks like they will miss
the playoffs for the fourth
consecutive year causing
much heartache for Wild
fans once again.

Group Fitness Review

SCSU on the Move
Hannah Swift
GROUP FITNESS REVIEW

SOFTBALL

PHOTO COURTESY OF THEHOCKEYNEWS.COM

By this time of year it is easy to
forget about those New Year’s resolu\QWV[UILM\WOM\PMIT\PaWZÅ\JIKS
into a favorite pair of jeans. For those
looking to rekindle some resolutions
or perhaps to get in shape for summer,
Campus Recreation has just the thing
for you.
SCSU on the Move is Campus
Recreation’s spring incentive program.
Over eight weeks, students, faculty
and staff can track the number of
minutes they exercise to win prizes.
“Those eight weeks gives them
a goal,” Chris Haukos, Campus
:MKZMI\QWV¼[Å\VM[[KWWZLQVI\WZ[IQL
about SCSU on the Move. “There’s
a starting point and an ending point
and hopefully along that journey they
end up being introduced to something
they really love, feel comfortable doing, and they continue to do it. That’s
the goal of the program.”
The program started on Feb. 13
and ends with a 5k on April 12. The
deadline to sign up is Wednesday, Feb.
22. Those who sign up receive a cinch
bag with new SCSU on the Move
logo. If they stick with the program
participants can get a water bottle and
a t-shirt.
Registration for the program is $10
per person and people can sign up as
2-person team or on their own. Participants in SCSU on the Move can
also do the 5k at no extra cost.

Jacqui Bosquez, a senior at SCSU,
has participated in SCSU on the
Move in the past and said it is a fun
incentive to get in shape.
“You have nothing to lose,”
Bosquez said. “There are so many
opportunities for prizes and it’s really
for anybody; you can be a runner and
do it, or you can lift weights and do
it, you can take Group Fitness classes
and do it. It really works on your overall wellness.”
Besides keeping track of how
many minutes people workout, they
can also earn extra points by participating in the bonus challenges that
change from week to week.
Each week there are Eat Better,
Feel Great, and Live Green challenges.
The Eat Better challenges can vary
from avoiding white bread to attending a speaker on nutrition.
Feel Great challenges focus on special classes offered by Group Fitness.
Rock-climbing Pilates is an example
of the specialty classes offered. SCSU
on the Move participants also get the
chance to have some ice time during
Free Skate Thursday at the National
Hockey Center.
The Live Green challenges could
include something like trying to reduce the amount of things you throw
away for a week.
Each of the challenge areas has
speakers throughout the eight weeks,
a part of the program Haukos said
people really enjoy.

“The speaker series has always
been very popular with this program,
so we’ve tried to have two or three
speaker components each week,”
Haukos said, adding that the topics
mainly focus on the seven dimensions
of health.
The seven dimensions are physical,
emotional, mental, spiritual, social,
environmental, and occupational.
From day one to the 5k in April,
those taking part in SCSU on the
Move have the opportunity to improve
their overall wellness.
“There are a lot of opportunities and we’re not saying you have to
do all of them, but they are there,”
Haukos said.
SCSU on the Move provides a
way to not only jumpstart forgotten
resolutions, but also a way to get the
often-need “kick in the butt,” Haukos
said.
“Every year there’s a prize for
someone who makes the most improvement, obviously that’s the goal is
to make improvement,” Bosquez said.
“But I think it is just a fun incentive, a
way to challenge yourself.”
For those interested in signing
up, more information can be found
at the Campus Recreation desk in
Halenbeck Hall, or online at www.
[\KTW]L[\I\MML]KIUX][ZMKÅ\VM[[
incentiveprogram.
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Men’s baseball continues pushing forward
Alex Lessard
STAFF WRITER

Men’s baseball is in
the full swing of things.
With the season already
underway the Huskies were
IJTM\W_QV\PMQZÅZ[\\_W
series, starting off the 2012
season 4-0, after destroying
the University of Mary in
both games of their double
header two Saturday’s ago.
The Huskies then
played Minot State in a
double-header and blew
them out in both games.
<PM[KWZMWN \PMÅZ[\OIUM
was 10-2. The second game
of the double-header was

an even bigger blow out.
The Huskies put up 19
runs showing their strength
on route to a 19-3 victory.
Scoring 29 runs in two
games shows the Huskies
are starting right where they
left off last season.
The Huskies ended last
year’s season 43-11, the best
record in SCSU baseball
history. This was also the
third year in a row of setting new record for amount
of wins. The Huskies
feel the pressure to have
another outstanding season
making every game important, especially the 34 NSIC
games, according to Head

Coach Pat Dolan.
The Huskies play 14 of
their games at the Metrodome. Last year when the
dome collapsed the team
spent nearly $30,000 traveling to, Arkansas, Oklahoma, Indiana and Illinois.
The team and staff are
both happy that the dome
is back up so there is not
as much travelling as last
season.
“Sean Borman is a player to get excited about, he
will be playing third base,
replacing Jordan Smith,”
said Dolan. Borman is a
6-foot 2-inch tall junior
and is from Hopkins, his

senior season was ‘08-‘09.
Borman right now is the
designated hitter (DH). “It
_QTTLMÅIV\TaJMN]V_I\KPing how Borman adapts to
the team,” Dolan said. “I
look forward to watching
him play.”
SCSU baseball has a
variety of ages playing on
its team. Maybe this is why
they have had outstanding
year after outstanding year,
because it comes from good
recruiting and coaching.
Since there is such an
age difference, people are
seeing more and more
sophomores starting because of good mentoring by

the older players.
Some of Dolan’s goals
for this year’s season include a number of things.
The obvious ones are stay
healthy and have some
fun, but he also said that
another goal they had in
mind was winning more
games and hopefully win
the Central Plains Regional
and advance to the NCAA
DII World Series.
Quite a few students are
looking forward to watching some good baseball.
Whether the team is home
or away, it seems they will
have a huge student following. With these record

setting years, the Huskies’
baseball program has
gained a lot of respect as
they should because not
every team can set records
like they did.
The team is looking
forward to how the season
plays out with all the young
players that have the potential to get hot at anytime.
Also, team collaboration
is a big part to having a
record setting season and
the Huskies are well on
their way to having another
record setting season.

There is more to Julie Friend than hockey
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

After a hard practice and
on the way to lift weights,
women’s starting goaltender
Julie Friend exuded an ear
to ear smile when she talked
about hockey and how she
became a goalie.
.ZQMVL¼[ÅZ[\UMUWZaWN 
how she got involved with
hockey was when her parents got tickets to the Minnesota North Star games
when they were here before
getting bought by the Dallas
Stars. When the Minnesota
Wild came to town in 2000,
her parents took her to those
games.
Growing up in the state
of Minnesota, it is only a
matter of time before parents take their kids to professional hockey games even
if they are not true hockey
fans. This is “hockey town”
or the “state of hockey” as
Minnesota natives may say.
“I just fell in love with
the game,” Friend said.
“Especially the goalies.”
Friend did not get her
love of the game from her
parents, as her father played
football at the University of
Minnesota, and her mother
played basketball at University of Wisconsin-Stout.
“My grandfather actually played hockey so I think
that’s where it came from,”
Friend said.
Starting at the age of
eight, as Friend did, is
somewhat of a late start for
hockey, because the earlier
you start, the more experience you gain as time goes

on. Most young kids don’t
usually envy goalies the way
Friend did.
Most kids grow up and
want to emulate goal scorers
like Wayne Gretzky, Mario
Lemieux and Mark Messier,
so to see a kid want to be a
goalie is a rarity.
Even with the late start,
Friend constantly developed
her game and became one
of the top goalies in the state
of Minnesota when she was
at Minnetonka High School.
In her senior year,
Friend led her team to a
[\I\M\Q\TMJMKWUQVO\PMÅZ[\
Minnetonka hockey team,
boys or girls, to capture the
illustrious trophy.
“That was really exciting
for our team,” Friend said.
¹<PI\_I[LMÅVQ\MTaUa
best moment in my hockey
career.”
Friend’s lowest moment
in her career was when she
was a junior and lost to
Hopkins 1-0 in the section
ÅVIT[NWZIKPIVKM\WOW\W
state.
Being the starting goalie
in Division I hockey as a
freshmen can be a challenge and it does not make
it any easier playing in the
WCHA, which is considered
to be the best conference
in Division I for both men’s
and women’s hockey.
“I think it’s been a
huge adjustment from high
school,” Friend said. “Especially the speed. I just try to
control what I can do and
not worry about anybody
else.”
Friend vividly rememJMZMLPMZÅZ[\OIUMIOIQV[\

SHUN JIE YONG /VISUALS EDITOR

Freshmen goaltender Julie Friend has a bright fututre for SCSU as she has three years left to make a name.
Union at Ritter Arena as the
Huskies were able to pull off
a 4-1 victory.
“It felt really good to get
\PMÅZ[\_QV]VLMZUaJMT\
QVUaÅZ[\KWTTMOQI\MOIUMº
Friend said.
Friend’s tenacity and
love for the game helps her
to get better each game as
she is just starting her collegiate career.
“She’s a real stand up
goalie and she’s making
progress as the year goes
on,” said Head Coach Jeff
Giesen. “She’s played some
great games giving us a
chance to win.”
Josh Harding, who plays
for the Wild, is someone

Friend looks up to because of the way he battles
through adversity and never
gets down himself, even if
pucks are not bouncing his
way, Friend said.
As a goalie there are
many superstitions and
rituals done before the game
and even during the game.
A few of Friend’s are always
getting suited up starting on
the right side and running
a certain way in pre-game
warm-ups.
“As a goalie I have a lot
of things that I do,” Friend
said.
Off the ice, Friend
enjoys eating a lot of butter
noodle pasta, which she

claims is practically the only
thing she eats, and loves to
watch the movie Peaceful
Warrior.
Nothing really seems to
get under Friends skin in a
way that would make her
uncomfortable or irritable
off the ice and there are
no secrets with this tough
goalie, as she seems to hide
nothing from anybody.
“I don’t really have any
pet peeves, and I don’t really
keep secrets,” Friend said.
The one thing that
might qualify as something
that people might not know,
if they do not know Friend,
is that she is very devoted to
her school work, and wants

to excel in the classroom.
Friend already has a major even though she is just
a freshman, choosing Mass
Communications/Broadcasting. Being a person who
does not keep secrets, appearing on television is the
perfect job, and is exactly
what Friend is hoping to do
as a career for Fox Sports
Network.
The future can only get
brighter for this young and
rising goalie, on and off the
ice, as determination and
passion seem to be the constant factor that is driving
Friend to become successful.

Hockey club seeks to amend last year’s downfall
Alex Lessard
STAFF WRITER

Men’s Club Hockey has had
another outstanding year. The
team will be traveling to Chicago,
Ill this weekend to Regional’s, and
will be facing DePaul University,
who ended their season last year.
The Huskies club team has had
an exceptional season with an impressive 18-4-1 record. “We had a
pretty weak division this year other
than Northern Michigan, but the
other teams include the U of M,
Minnesota-Duluth, MSU-Mankato, St. Thomas and Wisconsin,”
said Eric Chester.
The team has a good group dy-

namic, each player bringing a new
element to the table. The team
includes all ages, but their leaders
include senior forward Mike Gabbert who has 37 points on the year,
solid senior defenseman Chris
Johnson, and senior forward Mark
Papko who has 12 goals this year.
The team relies on two different people between the pipes.
Goalies Patrick Bergen who has a
save percentage of 90% and Tyler
Olson whose save percentage is
89%. Having two goalies with
percentages like that is obvious to
why they split the time in net.
The Huskies advanced to
regionals by beating Minnesota
Duluth 3-1. The game was very

close until Gabbert took matters
into his own hands and scored two
goals in the game giving the Huskies enough goals to carry them to
victory.
On Feb. 11, the Huskies
were able to surpass the U of M
and win the WCHA conference
KPIUXQWV[PQX<PMÅVIT[KWZM_I[
6-5. Matt “Harry” Johnson scored
two goals and had an assist, which
gave the Huskies what they needed
to win the championship and
advance them to regional’s.
The team is going to be having a long weak of hard working
practices which they are hoping
gives them the ability to win this
weekend on a very important trip.

Regional’s in Chicago is a great
time for team bonding whether it
is on the bus, in the hotel room, or
in the locker room. When a team
strives to be great they take every
chance they get to bond with their
teammates in-turn making their
team better.
Many of the players feel that
this is a great team. This year’s
team feels it has a better core of
players and better goaltending.
Many of the team’s players will be
leaving after this season so a lot of
them see this as their last shot to
go all the way, according to Taylor
Saunders.
These guys are very excited to
get on the bigger stage and show

Like sports?

The Chronicle is currently looking for sports
writers and photographers.
6WRSE\RXURIÀFHLQ
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or email: sports@universitychronicle.net
Ni`k\XYflkjgfikj
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people what they can do. Also
every single player on the team is
very eager to play the same team
that ended their season last year,
and are hoping they will be the
ones that will end DePaul’s season.
All athletes’ dream of an opportunity like this, to be the only
team that wins the last game of
the season, to be the ones crying
because of victory, not failure, and
to be the one’s that everyone wants
to beat next year.
The SCSU Club Hockey team
has had an unforgettable season
and to win regional’s and make it
to nationals would be icing on the
cake
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Continued from Page 16
to score goals against these
guys.”
After the goal, the Huskies and Husky fans seemed
to be more in the game,
especially the last three
minutes when the Huskies
were really putting the
pressure on, but it wasn’t
enough.
Friday was a historic
night for the Seawolves
JMKI][M\PQ[_I[\PMQZÅZ[\
ever win at the National
0WKSMa+MV\MZIVLÅZ[\
win in St. Cloud since 1987.
The Huskies were soft
up front a majority of the
game and didn’t have great
effort and they can’t play
like that the rest of the
season. They will do everything they can to make sure
it doesn’t happen again,
Hanowski said.
And that’s exactly what
the Huskies did Saturday as
they looked like a completely different team as they
put together a huge third
XMZQWL[KWZQVOÅ^MOWIT[QV
route to an 8-3 victory.
“We bounced back and
got a big win,” Motzko said.
“It gives us something to
build off of and we needed
this.”
SCSU netted one of two
goals six minutes into the
game when Nick Jensen got
a pass from Prochno and
blasted a slap shot from the
blue line. Festler tallied his
13th goal of the season on
IVQKMLMÆMK\QWV\PI\OW\Ja
Rob Gunderson.
After that, the Huskies
JUN-KAI TEOH / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
fell asleep for a few minutes
Tim Daly tries for a shot during the overtime on Friday’s hockey match. As ear- and UAA was able to get a
ly on in overtime the Huskies has a short burst of energy, but it wasn’t enough goal from Allen three minas the Seawolves simply out played and out worked SCSU a majority of the utes later. Allen had a wide
OIUM <PQ[ _I[ =)) ÅZ[\ M^MZ _QV QV \PM 6I\QWVIT 0WKSMa +MV\MZ <PQ[ IT[W open net as Ryan Faragher
UIZS[\PMÅZ[\\QUM=))PI[_WVQV;\+TW]L[QVKM! 
was out of position when
\PMX]KSLMÆMK\MLWNN I
Husky defender.
Once the Seawolves tied

it up, the Huskies seemed
to gain the momentum they
had to start off the game,
as two minutes later the
Huskies struck back with a
goal from Nic Dowd.
Jensen made a nifty
move around a UAA player
at the blue line and got a
shot off as Gunderson left
out a huge rebound and
Dowd was right where he
was supposed to be for an
easy goal.
It only took 20 seconds
into the second period for
the Seawolves to tie the
game when Curtis Leinweber had a wide open net as
Faragher lost sight of the
puck when it was shot from
the blue line.
“We saw the same thing
happening as Friday and
we wanted our character to
show through this game,”
Jensen said.
Travis Novak came out
and showed that character
the Huskies were missing by
scoring the go ahead goal at
8:31 on a gritty goal in front
of the net.
“He struggled last night
because he just came back,”
Motzko said. “But he got in
\PMÆW_WN \PMOIUMIVL
made an impact.”
The third period is
when the Huskies really
took over the game with
the two biggest goals coming from David Eddy and
Novak.
Eddy got it started as he
gave the Huskies a 4-2 lead
"!QV\W\PMÅVITXMZQWLWV
a great passing rush into the
zone. Festler gave the puck
to Dowd as he entered the
zone and gave it to Eddy
who slid it through Gunderson’s legs.
UAA answered back
four minutes later when
Mark Pustin scored yet

another rebound goal on
Faragher.
The game was starting
to get a little chippy at this
point and at 9:27 matching
roughing penalties were
handed out making it fouron-four hockey.
The Huskies always
seemed to answer right
back after a UAA goal, and
that’s what happened on
Novak’s second goal of the
game at 9:33 right off the
faceoff.
Hanowski took the
puck away from a defender
and found Novak wide
open and he nonchalantly
slid it between the legs of
Gunderson.
“I was telling Eddy on
the bench I would’ve tried
to put it over his glove,”
Dowd said. “But knowing
6W^ISPMR][\\]KS[Q\Å^M
PWTM_Q\PITQ\\TMÅVM[[Mº
This was the biggest
goal of the game, and UAA
knew it too, since getting
up by a couple goals usually takes a team out of
the game and that’s what
6W^ISLQLWV\PMÅN\POWIT
of the game, Dowd said.
The show started after
Novak’s goal as the Huskies
scored three goals in the last
nine minutes of the game
coming from Kevin Gravel,
_PWOW\PQ[ÅZ[\OWITWN \PM
year. Brooks Bertsch and
Eddy got his second on an
unassisted goal.
Winning this game gives
the Huskies a little better
taste in their mouths as
they will look to carry this
momentum next weekend
in a big WCHA series at
Michigan Tech, according
to Dowd.

Women’s Hockey

Continued from Page 16
It wouldn’t be much
longer until the Beavers
were up 3-1. Their third
goal was a shot from Lauren Williams while she was
skating through the hash
marks and the puck would
slide right through Friend’s
Å^MPWTM
The Huskies didn’t get
down on themselves as 17
seconds later Molli Mott
would make an outstanding
play while standing alongside the net.
A shot from Kylie Lane
_W]TLJMLMÆMK\MLPQOP
IVL_I[ÆaQVOW^MZ\PMVM\
when Mott reached up,
caught the puck, dropped
it, and slapped the puck
past the Tomcikova keeping
the Huskies in close contention with the Beavers.
The Huskies trailed 3-2
going into the third period.
They seemed to be moving their feet faster, passing
the puck harder, and even
playing a little bit more
physical.
It was obvious that
the Huskies changed their
game plan in the third by
trying to generate more
shots on net because they
knew that Tomcikova would
leave some big rebounds,
according to Schmid.
Although the Huskies
changed their strategy, they
were unable to beat Tomcikova even on the many
rebounds she had given up.
The Huskies had some
odd man rushes, but were
not able to score any goals.
The Beavers went into a
more defensive minded
strategy that seemed to
work for them.
“For Saturday’s game
we need to come out with a
lot of energy and build off
that throughout the game,”

said Haylea Schmid.
At the end of the game
Friend, who played an
outstanding game, had a
total of 35 shots saved. The
Beaver’s goalie Tomcikova
faced a total of 26 shots.
The Huskies would hope to
provide the same effort in
Saturday’s game.

Saturday’s
gameStaff Report
With this being the last
home game of the season
the Huskies were hoping to
put together a solid game,
but the Beavers power play
was unstoppable going 5-6,
scoring four power play
OWIT[QV\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL
Emily Erickson opened
]X\PMLWUQVIV\ÅZ[\
XMZQWL[KWZQVO\PMÅZ[\WN 
four power play goals in the
period at 12:08. A little over
two minutes later Sadie
Lundqusit made it 2-0 with
yet another power play
goal.
BSU wasn’t done lighting up senior goaltender
Tayler VanDenakker at
16:51 Marlee Wheelhouse
posted the Beavers third
consecutive power play
goal.
With only 19 seconds
left to go in the period
Wheelhouse notched her
second goal of the game
ending the barrage of
power play goals for the
ÅZ[\XMZQWL
The second period
didn’t start off much better
for the Huskies as BSU
once again scored a power
play goal at 17:32 by Montana Vichorek off a face-off
win in the Huskies zone.
That would end the

scoring for the rest of
the period, as the action
seemed to slow down immensely with each team
only getting seven shots on
net for the remainder of
the period.
The Huskies had their
opportunities as they had
three power plays in the period but were only able to
OM\Å^M\W\IT[PW\[WVOWIT
BSU was doing a good job
at getting in the shooting
lanes by blocking many
shots and forcing shots that
went wide.
For the third period it
took about 11 minutes for
the Beavers to make it 6-0
when Erickson netted her
second goal of the game.
The Huskies were
able to keep from getting
shutout on an even strength
goal by Amanda Arbogast
with a little over two minutes to go in the game.
Prior to the start of
the game VanDenakker,
Daggil and Brittany Toor
were honored as this was
their last ever game at the
National Hockey Center
because they are seniors.
6M`\_MMSMVLQ[\PMÅZ[\
round of the playoffs for
the women’s hockey team
and they will travel to the
University of Minnesota to
take on the always-tough
Gophers.

VIVEK LAMSAL / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Huskies’ defender Michelle Burke dives forward to try block the shot from Bea^MZ[NWZ_IZL;ILQM4]VLY]Q[\I\\PM6I\QWVIT0WKSMa+MV\MZ.ZQLIaIN\MZVWWV

Women’s Softball
Continued from Page 16
is that once they start playing a lot of games there’s always the chance of players
getting injured. “We’ve been
hit with the injury bug a lot
the past couple of seasons,”
U’Ren said.
Playing in the NSIC is
a real challenge because it’s
one of the tougher conferences with good competition from top to bottom.
Teams might compare
the Huskies to last season
and may take them lightly,
but since the team got off
to such a hot start teams
shouldn’t. “I think our

preseason ranking was a
little lower than it should’ve
been,” Dooley said. “Teams
IZMLMÅVQ\MTaOWQVO\WJM
surprised if they look at us
like last season.”
The Huskies will play
in 26 conference games
and the players are ready to
take it on as they have more
experience. “It’s nice, as a
coach, to see the older players telling the younger kids
how to do things correctly,”
U’Ren said. “Two years ago
I had to go through and explain everything and I don’t
have to do that anymore.”

What players are most
looking forward to this season is the fact that they have
a chance to compete and
even win the NSIC with all
the pieces they have on this
year’s squad, according to
Steinle.
The Huskies will be
playing in the dome this
weekend and are eager to
OM\WV\PMÅMTLIN\MZPI^QVO
such a successful weekend.
They want to prove to
teams that they should not
be taken lightly.
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Captain Ben Hanowski worked his way through a Seawolves player. Hanowski eventually scored the game tying goal but the Huskies lost 3-2 in overtime Friday.

Men’s hockey battles back for a split
Ryan Fitzgerald

can’t watch it he clearly directs it in with his
skate.”
Even so the Huskies should have never
The men’s hockey team battled back to
been put in that position, as the Seawolves
OM\I[XTQ\IOIQV[\\PM=VQ^MZ[Q\aWN )TI[SI clearly outworked them and took away
)VKPWZIOMIN\MZKWUQVOWNN ITM[[\PIV
\PMQZ[\aTMWN XTIa
I^MZIOMXMZNWZUIVKM.ZQLIaVQOP\KZ][PQVO
The Huskies like to rush the puck and
the Seawolves 8-3 Saturday night, grasping XTIa\ZIV[Q\QWVIT\aXMWN PWKSMa
the eighth seed in the WCHA.
“I thought our team did a job at taking
SCSU was lucky to stay in the game Fri- those aspects away,” said UAA Head Coach
day night as long as they did, but eventually ,I^M;PaQIS¹?MXTIaML\PM_Ia_MPIL
lost 3-2 on a controversial goal in overtime. to play, and we just battled.”
Minnesota native Eric Scheid provided
+WUQVOWNN IJaM_MMSQ\_W]TL[MMU
\PMOIUM_QVVQVOOWITPQ[[MKWVLWN \PM
that the Huskies would be better prepared
game, at 2:18 into the overtime period.
NWZ[]KPIVQUXWZ\IV\[MZQM[PMILQVOQV\W
;KW\\)TTMVÅZMLI[PW\NZWU\WXWN \PM
\PMÅVIT_MMS[WN \PMZMO]TIZ[MI[WV
circle as Scheid was skating to the net and
“We can’t be using that as an excuse,”
it seemed he guided the puck in with his
said Ben Hanowski.
skate.
<PM0][SQM[LQL[\ZQSMÅZ[\_Q\PIOWIT
“I think Mike Lee knocked it in with his NZWU2IZZWL:IJMaI\"QV\PMÅZ[\
own paddle,” said Scheid.
period, when Andrew Prochno shot the
“The last goal was clearly kicked,” said
X]KSNZWU\PMJT]MTQVMIVLQ\LMÆMK\MLWNN 
Head Coach Bob Motzko. “I mean you
I=))LMNMVLMZZQOP\\W:IJMaNWZIVMI[a
SPORTS EDITOR

goal. Jared Festler also assisted on the goal.
It just seemed that the Huskies were out
WN [aVKIUIRWZQ\aWN \PM\QUM
¹?M_MZMLQ[KWVVMK\MLNZWU[\IZ\\W
ÅVQ[Pº5W\bSW[IQL
Throughout the entire period SCSU
NIV[_MZM\ZaQVO\WMVMZOQbM\PM0][SQM[
but nothing seemed to work as they could
VW\OM\IVa\PQVOOWQVOWVTaPI^QVOÅ^M
shots on goal.
)OIQV\PM0][SQM[OW\WNN \WI[TW_[\IZ\
in the second and that allowed the Seawolves to gain some energy. At 7:08 Scheid
OW\PQ[ÅZ[\OWITWN \PMOIUMWNN IZMJW]VL
that stayed in the crease.
“I took two or three whacks at it and I
just put it between his legs,” Scheid said.
0ITN_Ia\PZW]OP\PMXMZQWL5W\bSW
_I[[P]NÆQVOTQVM[]XJMKI][M[WUM\PQVO
had to change as the Huskies only had
two shots on goal in the period and nothing seemed to be working, according to
Motzko.

<PMTI[\\_WUQV]\M[WN \PMXMZQWL\PM
Huskies were getting peppered and Lee
made some nice save to help keep the team
in the game.
<PM[\IZ\WN \PM\PQZL_I[UWZMWN \PM
[IUMNWZ\PM0][SQM[I[\PMa_MZMJIKSWV
\PMQZPMMT[NWZUW[\WN \PMXMZQWL
Sam Zabkowicz provided a much
needed spark when he made a nice clean
check deep in the Seawolves zone. But that
_I[Y]QKSTaNWZOW\\MV_PMV,IVQMT6I[T]VL
\]KSMLQVIZMJW]VLWNN IJILIVOTM[PW\I\
8:13 to give UAA a 2-1 lead.
SCSU didn’t give up and tried to battle
JIKSM^MV\PW]OP\PMaKW]TLV¼\ÅVLIVa
rhythm at all. And at 13:55 Hanowski
[KWZMLPQ[ \POWITWN \PM[MI[WVWVIVQKM
second chance opportunity.
“I just was able to put it over his shoulder,” Hanowski said. “That’s how you got
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Softball team has
more experience
Ryan Fitzgerald
SPORTS EDITOR

VIVEK LAMSAL / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Huskies’ Forward Molli Mott goes past two Beavers’ Emily Erickson and Marlee Wheelhouse in Friday’s game as the Huskies were inched out 3-2.

Women get swept
Alex Lessard
STAFF WRITER

Friday’s Game
The Huskies played a great game, but
were unable to overcome the Bemidji State
*MI^MZ[TW[QVO\PMÅZ[\OIUMWN \PM[MZQM[
3-2. The Huskies battled the entire game,
J]\_MZM]VIJTM\WX]TTWNN I\QMWZ^QK\WZa
<PMÅZ[\XMZQWL_I[WVMWN \PMJM\\MZ
periods that the Huskies have put together
lately. Huskies Captain Jaclyn Zabrick was
able to beat goaltender Zuzana Tomcikova
I\"QV\W\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL+ITTQM,IPT
and Ellie Sitek assisted on the goal.
1\_W]TLV¼\\ISMU]KP\QUMNWZ\PM
*MI^MZ[\WZM[XWVLR]VQWZNWZ_IZL;ILQM
Lundquist took matter into her own hands
I\"QV\W\PMÅZ[\XMZQWL4]VLY]Q[\
was able to overcome the Huskies power
XTIaIVL[KWZMIJMI]\QN]T]VI[[Q[\ML[PWZ\handed goal.
<PQ[_W]TLJM\PMTI[\OWITWN \PMÅZ[\

period. Although both teams hand many
good scoring opportunities, neither teams
were able to capitalize on those chances.
<PM[MKWVLXMZQWLOW\WNN \WI[TW_
[\IZ\NWZ\PM0][SQM[<PMa[MMUML\WJM
moving the puck excellent, but once they
_MZMQV\PMWNNMV[Q^MbWVM\PMa[MMUML\W
stop what they had been doing all the way
down the ice and couldn’t get anything
going.
Around the midway point the Huskies
2IKTaV,IOOQ\ZMKMQ^MLIUQVWZXMVIT\aNWZ
slashing, which seemed to be the turning point. The Beavers power play was
OMVMZI\QVOUIVa[KWZQVOKPIVKM[#LMNMV[Mmen Kimberly Lieder was able to rip a slap
[PW\NZWU\PMXWQV\<PMX]KSPQ\.ZQMVL¼[
OTW^M[QLM[PW]TLMZIVLLMÆMK\MLQV\PMVM\
OQ^QVO\PM*MI^MZ[ITMILIVL\PMQZÅZ[\
XW_MZXTIaOWITWN \PMOIUM
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<PM_WUMV¼[[WN\JITT\MIUOW\WNN \W
a better than expected start in the 2012
[MI[WVI[\PMa_MV\QV\PM\PQZLIVV]IT
,M[MZ\;\QVOMZ+TI[[QKQV4I[>MOI[6M^
[KWZQVO\PMÅN\PUW[\Z]V[QV\PM\W]ZVIment.
The team is excited and ready to start
as they’ve came a long way since last season
JaW^MZKWUQVO\PM]VM`XMK\MLLMI\PWN 
Kelly Lass and not being able to play at
home due to bad weather. “Kelly was a
[]KPIJQOKWOQV\PMUQLLTMWN \PMTQVM]X
and her leadership in the program was
missed,” said Head Coach Paula U’Ren.
It brought the team closer together and
the Huskies are a tighter group than last
year. “I think we get along better than we
did last year,” said second baseman Jackie
,WWTMa¹?M¼ZMWVI_PWTMLQNNMZMV\TM^MT
and it helps when you know you’re going to
win a lot.”
<PM0][SQM[ÅVQ[PMLTI[\[MI[WVWVM
game under .500 and hope to do better
\PQ[aMIZ_Q\PUW[\WN \PMZW[\MZJMQVO
]XXMZKTI[[UMV¹?MPI^MITW\WN R]VQWZ[
on the roster this year and as a coach that’s
awesome,” U’Ren said. “We’re a lot older
and smarter and having the maturity will
JMPMTXN]Tº
Getting better at bat this season will
be help the Huskies contend in the tough
6WZ\PMZV;]V1V\MZKWTTMOQI\M+WVNMZMVKM
5W[\WN \PMXTIaMZ[[\IZ\ML_PMV\PMa
_MZMNZM[PUIVIVLQ\[MMU[\PMJITTIT_Ia[
gets bigger with experience, according to
U’Ren.
The Huskies proved early on this season
that they have the ability to bounce back
IVLVW\OM\LW_VWV\PMU[MT^M[¹,]ZQVO
\PMOIUM[VWJWLaOW\NZIbbTMLIVLM^MZa-

JWLaPILOWWLKWUXW[]ZMº[IQL\ZIV[NMZ
player Nicole Steinle.
It’s still tough to notice weaknesses this
early on in the season, but the Huskies
_W]TLTQSM\WKTMIV]XLMNMV[Q^MTaIVLVW\
commit minor errors that could hurt the
\MIUIKKWZLQVO\W,WWTMa
Like any other team early on in the
[MI[WV\PM0][SQM[_QTTVMML\WÅO]ZMW]\
a solid lineup that will give them the best
chance to win. And players are going to
PI^M\WÅO]ZMW]\\PMQZZWTM[IVLITT\PQ[
will be clearer once they get more innings
in, according to U’Ren.
What really has U’Ren excited about
this season is that the Huskies have a really
nice schedule and don’t have to go on the
ZWIL[WWN\MV¹4I[\aMIZ_M_MZMITTW^MZ
the map because the weather was bad,”
U’Ren said.
<PMJM[\Y]ITQ\aNWZ\PM0][SQM[Q[\PI\
they are a well-balanced team and they
don’t need to rely on just one player. They
PI^MXTIaMZ[\PI\KIVKWUMWNN \PMJMVKP
IVLOQ^M\PMU[WUMOWWLI\JI\[QN \PM
starters aren’t playing well, according to
U’Ren.
7N KW]Z[M\PM0][SQM[UIQVOWITQ[
to get to regionals, super regionals and
eventually nationals, but they have mini
goals they would like to attain throughout
the season.
¹,MNMV[M_QV[KPIUXQWV[PQX[º=¼:MV
[\I\ML;WWVMWN \PMOWIT[\PM0][SQM[PI^M
Q[\WPI^MI! ÅMTLQVOXMZKMV\IOMNWZ\PM
season, and they would like to bat .300 as
team. “It’s going to be tough but I think
they’re attainable,” U’Ren said.
7VMWN =¼:MV¼[KWVKMZV[NWZ\PM[MI[WV
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